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new business opportunities or new partners, it is impossible to ignore the global influences
on your organisation.
In this issue, we explore what it is about businesses from East Asia that has allowed them to
expand rapidly into global markets – to challenge and often overshadow corporations from very
different Western business cultures. Through a combination of traditional values and a willingness
to explore new ideas, global successes such as Nissan and Samsung have established that there is
more than one way to conquer the world.
And for talent in today’s international market, the possibilities have never been so exciting.
Along with job prospects finally improving in the West, emerging markets overseas offer
the promise of new challenges and rich rewards for the people with in-demand skills. Mobile
executives present risk to businesses that are unable to offer them the opportunities or rewards
they seek. But instead of neglecting their development, HR teams in international businesses
should seize the initiative, equipping their talent with the skills that offer them a business
passport. By offering this talent the global mobility it craves, it is possible to retain key skills
within your business and place motivated and dedicated people in your most dynamic and
skills-deprived markets.
If you need an example of an international organisation, you needn’t look further than the
European Union. This government of 28 member states is a remarkably diverse collection of
cultures, representing hundreds of millions of people across a vast geographic area. The civil
servants on its frontline are recruited by the European Personnel Selection Office, which has the
unenviable task of finding the nimble individuals capable of keeping myriad institutions afloat in
the heaving seas of European politics. David Bearfield, the office’s director, explains in this issue
how it goes about finding the talent to perform such an international service in a public office of
such importance.
And when it comes to high-profile international workforces, what better example than elite
football? Manchester City’s squad comes from a dozen nations, literally bringing a world of skills
to the team. Such international reach is the envy of many organisations’ recruiters, and is one of
the reasons Hays is so proud to partner the club. In this issue, we analyse how a club in modern
elite sport brings business acumen into the professional game.
Finally, we explore how the shrinking world has led to a reconsideration of openness in
organisations. Communication, with partners, staff, customers or fans, has never been easier,
and openness has emerged as one way to encourage trust, maximise efficiency and encourage
innovation. As the world continues its emergence from the costly mistakes of organisational
mismanagement, never has such a reconsideration been more timely.
ALISTAIR COX, CEO, HAYS
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TOPICAL SNAPSHOTS

BRIEFINGS
WORLD YOUTH DOUBTS ACTION ON UNEMPLOYMENT

ACCORDING TO GLOBAL accountancy firm

Deloitte, young people around the world don’t
think that governments can address the problem
of unemployment and income inequality.
In its third annual Millennials Survey, Deloitte
describes how three-quarters of the world’s youth
feel government has the greatest potential to address
society’s biggest issues, but almost half claimed
governments were having a negative impact on
unemployment, resource scarcity and income inequality.
The survey, which questioned close to 8,000
millennials in 28 countries, provides an insight
into the generation that is likely to account for the
majority of the global workforce in the next decade.
Respondents also outlined their desire to work
for organisations that fostered innovation, with
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78 per cent believing that it would strongly influence
their decision on where to work. Most say their current
employer does not encourage
them to think creatively,
citing management attitude,
operational structures and
procedures, and the skills,
MILLENNIALS SURVEYED
attitudes and diversity of
ACROSS 28 COUNTRIES
existing employees as barriers.
Almost one in four
respondents wanted more
opportunity to prove their
leadership skills, and half
believe their organisations
THINK GOVERNMENTS ARE
could do more to develop
HAVING A NEGATIVE IMPACT
future leaders.
ON UNEMPLOYMENT

8,000
47%

BRIEFINGS

The revised early careers
programme is holistic, and is
unusual in that it is provided by
a single partner, Hays. It will
cover roles for entry in 2014:
130 apprenticeships; 150
graduates and interns; 300
work experiences; and
25 school-leaver entries.
The programme caters to
individuals from as young as ten
to graduate age. One function
of the programme is to engage
with young people at intervals
throughout their education,
from talks to primary school
children about what life is like
in a bank, to offering work
experience to children at 15, and
traditional graduate recruitment
schemes for people in their
early twenties.
Marcus Lee, Head of
Resourcing, People and Talent
at Santander, says: “We believe
we have a role to play in
tackling youth employment. By offering early
exposure to the workplace for young people – and
those people who offer information, advice and
guidance to them – we can provide a much-needed
overview to support people in understanding how
they can pursue opportunities and their aspirations.”
While there is a social responsibility element to the
change, Lee notes that equipping future talent with
the skills to work is an imperative for all businesses.
“Nurturing young talent, innovation and expertise
is key for our future as a business and for the UK’s
economic growth,” he says. “An important part of this
is helping young people understand the role of banks
and the importance of finance, as well as supporting
them in making informed decisions about their choices
and careers.”

MORE THAN GRADUATE RECRUITMENT

GETTY

SANTANDER HAS REDESIGNED the way it

deals with early careers in the UK. In recognition of the
banking sector’s bruised image among school-leavers
and graduates, alongside the prohibitive cost of a
university education, the bank has opened the door
to more of its joiners beginning their careers without
tertiary education.
Santander has created a programme of tuition
and awareness for young people in education,
and is an early mover by reappraising whether
its entry-level talent should necessarily be
graduate talent. The cost of a university education
is rising but employers are complaining that
young talent still lacks the basic skills needed in the
workplace. Santander aims to assist young people
in building their employment skills and alert them,
whatever stage of education they are currently
in, to the broad opportunities provided by the
banking sector.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact: haysjournal@hays.com
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THE ROUTE TO THE C-SUITE IS A WEB,
NOT A PATH, FOR NEW EXECUTIVES
TODAY’S BUSINESS LEADERS are coming

from more diverse backgrounds than ever before,
according to a member-based advisory firm CEB.
The firm says 80 per cent of leaders have been
given more responsibility and 76 per cent face more
aggressive business objectives than ever before.
However, it states that executives will need to
work together, producing a collaborative

NEED
“ORGANISATIONS

LEADERS WHO CAN
BUILD AND SUSTAIN A
RANGE OF NETWORKS

”

leadership environment to build the broad range
of skills businesses require when creating their
strategies. Worryingly, CEB also claims 70 per cent
of senior leaders lack flexibility to effectively create
and lead such networks.
CEB says that, in place of the traditional linear
career path, C-suite executives now need to be
recruited from a broader spectrum of the business,
in part due to the new requirements that are
illustrated by the emergence of new executive roles.
The C-suite has become crowded in recent
years, with relatively new titles such as chief
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security officers and chief content or social media
officers reflecting the increased importance boards
and shareholders are placing on areas from digital
marketing to engagement and IT security. CEB
states that almost one third of senior leaders
are now working in recently created positions.
CEB also reports that organisations need leaders
who can build and sustain a range of networks,
both internally and externally, and that they need
to draw on such networks to identify potential
successors from less well-known parts of the
business if they are to produce the well-rounded
CEOs needed in the future.
“The idea of deciding on a path, and developing
and executing a strategy, is going to be a lot
more variable than it’s been in the past,” says
Conrad Schmidt, Global
Research Officer at CEB.
“Organisational performance
is going to depend upon
having effective network
CEB STATES THAT ALMOST
leadership.”
ONE THIRD OF SENIOR
He adds that success in
LEADERS ARE WORKING
the future will depend on a
IN NEW ROLES
leader’s “ability to bring in
information, collaborate across the
company and accomplish objectives in
a high-change environment”.

<33%

BRIEFINGS

SWITZERLAND VOTES AGAINST
NON-EU IMMIGRATION

SWITZERLAND VOTED TO curb “mass migration” in a referendum

held in February.
While the result was won by a tiny margin of only 0.6 per cent in favour
– and has been criticised for the emphatic and potentially leading wording
of its question – the vote sent shockwaves across Europe, where antiimmigration lobbies are increasingly influential, particularly in the UK,
France and the Netherlands.
The outcome could not only embolden right-wing populists ahead of the
European parliamentary elections in May, it also raises serious questions
about Switzerland’s bilateral
agreements with the EU.
ONE
IN FIVE OF

Speaking to Reuters,
SWITZERLAND’S
European Commission
President José Manuel
8 MILLION INHABITANTS
Barroso said Switzerland
WAS BORN ABROAD
threatened its privileged
status by enshrining the result
in law. “It’s not fair that one country has all these advantages and does not
want to give partners the same kind of advantages,” he said. “In relative
terms, you can understand that it’s certainly more important for
Switzerland to have access to this market, which is the biggest market
in the world, than for the EU to have access to Switzerland.”
While the country’s population of 8 million has the highest percentage of
foreign-born citizens among the major European economies – around a fifth
– immigration has supported its economic growth.
Moreover, many immigrants operate in highly skilled roles. According to
the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD),
of arrivals from the EU between 2010 and 2012, 69 per cent were highly
skilled – far higher than the EU’s average of 35 per cent. The Swiss business
association scienceindustries, whose members include drug makers
Roche and Novartis, says around 45 per cent of employees in its chemical,
pharmaceutical and biotech industries are foreign-born.
The Swiss Federal Assembly now has three years to turn the referendum
result into law.

‘BIG FOUR’ TO HIRE
43,000 IN INDIA
THE TOP PROFESSIONAL services
firms – EY, PwC, KPMG and Deloitte –
intend to hire 43,000 people in India over
the next four years, in line with the rapid
expansion of businesses in the nation’s
smaller cities.
According to a news report published
in Indian newspaper The Economic
Times, the hiring spree is being driven
by the newfound commercial viability
of India’s tier-2 and tier-3 cities, such as
Trivandrum, Cochin and Lucknow.
The tiered system refers to an outdated
policy designating cities based on the
compensatory allowance the government
would provide civil servants to help them
pay for living costs. It roughly correlates
to infrastructure development and,
subsequently, commercial viability for
international businesses.
These tier-2 and tier-3 cities, which
have populations of up to 5 million
people, are less well-known in the
international business world. However,
they are receiving investment through
a range of state government projects

“

ISTOCKPHOTO

”

and have been the focus of dramatic
improvements in telecoms infrastructure,
making them far more accessible
to global businesses, particularly in
professional services.
The city of Mangalore, for instance,
which has a population of around
500,000, is on India’s Arabian coast,
and is home to India’s ninth-largest
port. According to Alsbridge, a USbased outsourcing firm, it is one of
the top five emerging cities of India
for outsourcing, and is home to
satellite offices for major international
companies including Infosys, Cognizant
and Thomson Reuters.
HAYS JOURNAL ISSUE 7
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NEW CEO, NEW ERA FOR US GIANT MICROSOFT
US COMPUTING GIANT Microsoft has announced
Satya Nadella, an Indian national, as Chief Executive
Steve Ballmer’s successor.
Nadella previously headed the company’s cloud
computing division and enterprise business. An
engineering graduate from Manipal Institute of
Technology, he holds master’s degrees in computer
science from the University of Wisconsin and in
business administration from the University of Chicago.
He has worked at Microsoft since 1992.
The 46-year-old faces a challenge in one of the
world’s highest-profile leadership roles. Recent years
have seen Microsoft’s market share encroached upon
by its Silicon Valley rivals Apple, Google and Facebook,
with Gartner reporting in March 2014 that Microsoft’s
percentage of the growing tablet market was only
2.1 per cent compared with 62 per cent for Google’s
Android system and Apple’s 36 per cent.
As a Microsoft veteran, Nadella will need all of his
knowledge and connections within the company to
realise his plan for its future.
In a statement, Ballmer said Nadella was “the right
leader at the right time” for Microsoft. Under Nadella’s
leadership, cloud services has been one of the business’s
most successful divisions.
But delivering commercial results alone will not be

enough to lead a company that has only ever had two
CEOs. Although Ballmer is moving away from Microsoft,
the business’s founder, Bill Gates, remains on the board.
Nadella will have to ensure he has the full support of
Gates and Ballmer as he takes control of the business.
In a statement about his hiring, Nadella called
Microsoft “one of those rare companies to have truly
revolutionised the world through technology” and said,
“I couldn’t be more honoured to have been chosen to
lead the company.”

GLOBAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES firm

EY has signed up to the UK Government’s initiative to
tackle mental health problems in the workplace – the
first large professional services business to do so.
More than 635 companies have joined the
Department of Health’s voluntary Public Health
Responsibility Deal since its introduction in 2011.
They have pledged to improve the health of their
employees, customers and local communities
through access to healthy eating options, staff health
checks, use of accredited occupational health
providers and procedures to support staff with
chronic illnesses.
Steve Varley, Chairman and Managing Partner of
EY in the UK and Ireland, said: “Our people are our
business. With more than 12,000 staff across the
UK, it’s vital that we are providing the resources to
enable each one of them to thrive.” He added:
“We aren’t about to remove the chocolate machines
or enforce lunchtime gym sessions. But we are
committed to providing the support and knowledge
to enable them to take control of their own physical
and mental health.”

8
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In addition to its work towards improving health
and wellbeing through initiatives such as preventative
monthly health education campaigns and clinical care
pathways for mental and physical health conditions,
EY has deployed ‘Mental Health First Aiders’ across
the firm and formed a mental-health buddy scheme
as an informal support network for staff.
Steve Wilkinson, EY’s UK and Ireland Managing
Partner for client service, and Partner Sponsor of
Health EY, explained: “Within our new programme we
have placed an increased emphasis on tackling the
stigma of mental health, which is often viewed as the
last workplace taboo.”
The Government believes that at any time, one in
six adults will be experiencing a mental health
condition, costing UK businesses £8.4 billion in
sickness absence and a further
£15.1 billion in lost productivity.
Health Minister Earl Howe said:
“It’s good to see a leading highprofile organisation like EY putting
THE COST OF
employee health, including mental
SICKNESS ABSENCE
health, firmly on its HR agenda.”
TO THE UK ECONOMY

£8.4bn

ISTOCKPHOTO

EY BECOMES A MENTAL HEALTH PIONEER

THROUGH THE LENS

8%

GETTY

According to the Rapid-Growth Markets
Forecast from global professional services
firm EY, India’s annual growth could swell to
well over eight per cent in 2016–20.
In November 2013, the country’s Labour
Ministry reported that one in three graduates
under 29 was unemployed. EY highlights
several key areas for reform. It says that by
expanding and reforming its credit markets,
introducing greater flexibility into the
banking and mining sectors, and investing in
infrastructure and education, the improving
skills of India’s workforce and a faster pace
of innovation could substantially boost the
nation’s annual economic growth.
Source: EY Rapid-Growth Markets Forecast,
February 2014
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RISING IN
THE EAST
THERE’S SOMETHING SPECIAL IN THE CULTURE OF EAST ASIAN COMPANIES,
AND IT HAS ALLOWED THEM TO EXPAND INTO FOREIGN MARKETS AT BREAKNECK SPEED

EAST ASIAN COMPANIES have different
business cultures to those in Europe and the US, and
so successful has their approach been that Western
companies have looked east for lessons in their
own expansion.
A notable example is US aircraft manufacturer
Boeing, which has studied the manufacturing
techniques and emphasis on quality developed
by the Japanese automotive sector. Boeing
even adopted the Japanese word for consistent
improvement – kaizen – to describe the “employeedriven philosophy” it calls ‘Lean’.
In the past ten years, the international expansion
of Asian companies has accelerated. The continent’s
businesses have invested more than US$2.9 trillion in
regional and global expansion since 2003, according
to Accenture’s Growth Journeys report. The largest
proportion of this total, US$58 billion, was invested
in Western Europe, but from North America to the
Middle East, no global territory has been ignored by
Asian companies looking to grow.
The most recent flood of investment is part of a long
history of global expansion, particularly among East
Asian companies. Brands such as Nissan, Canon and
Samsung have been household names in the West
for decades. All three companies were founded in the
10 HAYS JOURNAL ISSUE 7

1930s; Nissan and Canon started their programmes of
global expansion in the 1950s, and Samsung followed
two decades later. There’s little doubt today that in
scale, innovation and clout, global businesses that have
emerged from this region rival any that were born in the
West. So what is their secret, and is it any different to
the companies whose territories they now inhabit?
“Kaizen is now a familiar word in the Western
business lexicon,” says Simon Sproule, who recently
left his post as Corporate Vice President of Global
Marketing Communications at Nissan. Even US-born
concepts have been earmarked for Eastern makeovers.
“A lot of six sigma [a quality management approach
developed by the American firm GE] discipline and
principles come from things like kaizen and the
manufacturing quality technologies and processes
that were advanced by the Japanese,” says Sproule.
During the export-led expansion of Japanese firms
throughout the second half of the 20th century, the
Japanese approach to manufacturing often travelled
with the goods. “The product defined the culture of the
company in that sense,” says Sproule. “The companies
started manufacturing things outside of Japan, and
they took their processes with them, which is how they
have maintained a ‘Japanese’ manufactured level of
quality, but manufactured outside the country.”

FOCUS — ASIAN GROWTH

EAST MEETS WEST:
UNIQLO IS ONE OF THE
MOST RECENT
SUCCESS STORIES
COMING OUT OF ASIA
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Japanese organisational culture is also defined by
procedure, which helped transport organisational
behaviours and hierarchies completely – making them
easy to reproduce. “This is what Japan excels at –
structure and process,” says Sproule.
Yet taking uniform manufacturing processes to
different regions and cultures is different to actively
exporting the social and organisational traits that
give a business its soul and its culture. What has
helped businesses emerge from East Asia into
global markets has been a willingness to adapt
their culture around the structures that have been
historically effective.
MOVING ABROAD
There is no set rule for how East Asian businesses
have expanded from their home region. Greenfield
deals without prior operations in a region made
up 57 per cent of the corporate expansion from
Asia as a whole in 2011, according to Accenture’s
Growth Journeys report. South Korea’s Samsung
has established subsidiaries on five continents and
embraced a policy that moves employees from the
head office in Suwon, South Korea, to work abroad.
Japan’s Canon, meanwhile, decided upon a strategy
to appoint local distributors to sell products, then
buy up the distributors in order to establish
subsidiaries in their place.
However, mergers and acquisitions are growing
among Asian businesses. According to Accenture,
the proportion of global expansion via M&As from
Asia increased from 12 per cent in 2003 to 43 per cent
in 2011. Chinese technology multinational Lenovo
Group acquired US-based IBM’s PC business in
2005, and Medion’s PC business in Germany in 2011.
More recently, it announced its intention to buy both
Motorola’s handset business from US-based Google
and IBM’s X86 server business. “This model has
been used to fuel our growth on a global level,” says

“JAPANESE BUSINESS
CULTURE EXCELS
AT STRUCTURE
AND PROCESS”

— SIMON SPROULE, FORMER NISSAN EXEC
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Wolfgang Salomon, Executive Director of HR, EMEA.
“Lenovo’s approach to expansion has been about
balance – combining strong organic growth with
strategic acquisitions along the way.”
Salomon says Lenovo’s Chinese heritage has
“fuelled the way we go about expansion, in that the
company’s approach to everything is about planning
and prioritising”. The company’s ethos – the ‘Lenovo
Way’ – is to: “plan before we pledge, perform as we
promise, prioritise [the] company, practice improving
every day and pioneer new ideas,” or what Salomon
describes as the “5 Ps”.
LONG-TERM TACTICS
This approach to business is echoed in many
companies from Japan. “Japanese businesses tend
to be driven by philosophy and core values, rather
than a mission statement, which is common in the
West,” says David Karpelowitz, Senior Manager on the
HR team of Fast Retailing, the business behind the
UNIQLO fashion brand. “Our philosophy is ‘Changing
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“WE FOSTER TALENT
EARLY ON, FOR A
LONG PERIOD”

— DAVID KARPELOWITZ, FAST RETAILING
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UNIQLO AND
FAST RETAILING
DESPITE RELATIVELY RECENT growth

2012 AFP

AN ICONIC IMAGE:
CANON HAS BEEN ONE OF
THE PREMIER NAMES IN
PHOTOGRAPHY FOR
DECADES

clothes. Changing conventional wisdom. Change
the world.’ It may sound lofty and hard to grasp, but
we live by it; it’s not just to make us feel good.” The
company spent US$4.6 million launching Grameen
UNIQLO, a CSR initiative in Bangladesh in which locals
design, manufacture and sell clothing for Bangladeshi
people. Six outlets have opened since July 2013.
Fast Retailing has a patient and caring approach
to the way it runs its business, despite its name and
equally rapid growth. “We are focused on the long
term – we foster talent early on, for a long period,”
Karpelowitz says. The CEO of the company’s business
in China, Pan Ning, for example, began his career
working on the sales floor and rose to the top.
The focus on longevity and internal promotion
is typical of many Asian companies. According to
Massimo Macarti, European Chief of HR at Canon, one
of the core characteristics of HR policies from Japan
is employment for life. “In Canon in Japan, people
get in when they are just out of university and there
is very little hiring. There is only the graduate hire

overseas, one of Fast Retailing’s major brands –
UNIQLO – has made quite an impact. The Japanese
fashion retailer, which entered the UK in 2003 and
the US a year later, now has ten UK stores – including
a flagship on London’s Oxford Street – and 17 stores
in America.
The retailer has a longer history in Asia. In
1984, Tadashi Yanai, founder and President of
Fast Retailing, opened the first UNIQLO store in
Hiroshima, Japan. Since then, the brand has “evolved
from a chain of roadside stores to an international
leader in style, quality and fun,” the company says.
UNIQLO now accounts for 6.2 per cent of the
Japanese apparel market. However, it is the global
markets that provide Fast Retailing’s growth, and
UNIQLO International constitutes approximately
27 per cent of total UNIQLO sales. The clothing brand
now more operates than 1,300 outlets, while as a
group, Fast Retailing has a presence in 16 countries
and employs almost 72,000 people around the
world. Its net sales and net income, based on a
9 January 2014 estimate, stood at ¥1,322 billion (£7.8
billion) and ¥92 billion (£544 million), respectively.
“Our approach to expansion has been to take
the best ideas out there and deploy them where
they have the greatest impact on the business,”
says David Karpelowitz, Senior Manager on the HR
team of Fast Retailing. “This could mean a technique
developed in New York finding application in Tokyo
or Singapore – and vice versa.”
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“REMOVING LOW

PERFORMERS IS
ALIEN TO JAPANESE
COMPANIES”
— MASSIMO MACARTI, CANON
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FOCUS ON QUALITY

ASK EAST ASIAN companies that have expanded
globally about their specific cultural and social
traits, and many will talk about quality.
“After the Second World War, and during the
1950s and 1960s, Japan reinvented itself as a centre
of manufacturing and product excellence,” says
Simon Sproule, former Corporate Vice President of
Global Marketing Communications at Nissan.
“What started off as the ability to make goods
at the lowest cost rapidly transformed into making
them at the highest quality as well, and exporting
that to the rest of the world.”
During the 1960s and 1970s, European and
American domestic manufacturers were not seen
as capable of keeping up, Sproule says.
“Go back to the origins of the Japanese
manufacturing sector, whether it’s Sony, Nissan or
otherwise, and those are the fundamental building
blocks: making stuff that consumers want, at a price
they can afford and at a quality that was superior to
what was available domestically,” he adds.
The same focus on quality – often combined with
customer service – applies to younger Japanese
companies too. Fast Retailing’s Japanese heritage
brings a focus on product quality and customer
service, based on attention to detail and teamwork,
and constitutes the “cornerstone” of the business,
according to Tokyo-based Senior HR Manager
David Karpelowitz.
“We cannot lose sight of this, and need to
ensure that quality and service are translated into
operational objectives and a consistent customer
experience across our business’s network,” he says.
14 HAYS JOURNAL ISSUE 7

programme once a year and the number of recruits
each year varies – 200, 300 or 400. Typically,
people stay for life. Of course, this is not what we
do in Europe.”
The negative side to such longevity is obvious,
and it can cause friction in Canon’s other regional
divisions. “We have a lot of difficulty convincing some
of the expat Japanese managers we have [in Europe]
that low performers have to go,” Macarti says. “That is
alien to Japanese companies.”
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Macarti – who has been at Canon for 20 years –
says that the Japanese approach to both people and
strategy encourages loyalty, creates a deep level of
implicit knowledge of the company in its employees,
and provides a much more balanced approach to
the short and long term. “Nobody here is fired if
they miss a quarter,” he adds. “There is a tolerance
and a patience towards business results – which is on
a different scale compared with Western companies
– together with a more collectivist approach to
decision-making.”
Canon’s approach to expansion has meant
keeping some core Japanese values, including
kyosei (“working and living together for the
common good”), loyalty and implicit knowledge
of employees. The company is also integrating
and standardising many of its HR practices
internationally, but “without too strong an input
from the corporation. It’s about local autonomy and
respect for the local practice, which is significantly
greater than in Western multinationals.”
GOING NATIVE
Finding a balance between central control and local
autonomy is always a challenge for a business with
a specific cultural identity at its heart. Despite the
uniform quality of product and process that has been
espoused by Nissan, in previous years the head office
was perhaps disconnected from the regional offices’
activities, Simon Sproule says. “Japanese companies
have had to adapt to ensure they can attract, recruit
and retain staff by acting in a smart, local way.”
Samsung Electronics’ expansion has taken the
approach of orienting its international outlets to their
local markets, aiming to reflect the diverse spectrum
of customers it has around the world. Mauricio Silis,
from the HR and legal team in Samsung Electronics,
Mexico, says: “Through clear direction from our
head office, we have made the effort to understand
the uses and customs of the countries where the
firm is operating.”
That often means a locally concentrated approach
to sourcing talent, rather than expatriating it. That’s
the case at Lenovo. “Unlike many other companies,
[including those] with Asian heritage and roots, we
do not simply take management teams from China
and plant them around the world,” Salomon says.
“In fact it’s the opposite. Our model is about local
knowledge, expertise and understanding. At
any point within the Europe, Middle East and
Africa region, there may be five to ten Chinese

team members on assignment. Being overseas
helps their development.”
Since Lenovo embarked upon its programme
of global expansion, it has been clear that the
management team in China “wanted to learn, and
didn’t claim they knew anything about the markets
outside China”, Salomon says.
Despite the success of East Asian companies’
global expansion, many are at pains to point out that
they have not sacrificed their cultural and social traits
as they have expanded, but rather that they have
helped determine an often multicultural atmosphere
within their companies. This is displayed, for example,
in the partnerships Nissan has with Renault in France
and Daimler in Germany.
This often takes the most successful elements of
eastern business culture and combines them with
the most successful elements of Western business
culture. “It’s a win-win, and not a question of Western
versus Asian,” says Fast Retailing’s Karpelowitz. “We
look at all of the options and make a hybrid that allows
us to achieve our goals.”
It will be fascinating to see how the cultures of
these businesses continue to evolve as their global
expansion continues, and how new companies from
emerging markets such as Vietnam and Indonesia
compare with the earlier pioneers from Japan, Korea
and China. As Salomon points out: “When companies
expand and grow, inevitably a new culture is created.
You cannot hang on to what worked when you were
focused on one country or market.”

FOR MORE INFORMATION
For Hays’ offices and websites in Asia, turn to the inside
back cover
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THE WORLD OF WORK IN NUMBERS

STATISTICAL SNAPSHOT
MCKINSEY REPORT ECHOES HAYS’
CONCERNS OVER SKILLS SHORTAGES
MORE THAN A quarter of European
employers are struggling to fill vacancies
despite high levels of youth unemployment,
says research from McKinsey’s Centre
for Government.
According to the global consultancy firm’s
survey conducted in late 2013, Education
to Employment: Getting Europe’s Youth
into Work, 27 per cent of employers have
left entry-level jobs unfilled because they
could not find anyone with the necessary
skills. Only 40 per cent of employers were
confident of finding enough qualified
graduates to fill entry-level positions.
This echoes the findings of the Hays
Global Skills Index, which highlights a
worrying lack of connection between
education providers and the continent’s
businesses when assessing whether
young people are adequately prepared
for the workplace.
Almost a quarter of people under
25 in Europe were jobless in 2013. The
continent’s percentage of unemployed
young people in the labour market is the
highest in any region except the Middle
East and North Africa.
Employers from countries with the
highest youth unemployment also
reported the greatest problems due to
skills shortages. McKinsey cites a lack of
understanding between young people,
educators and employers as the cause of
this, noting that education providers are
twice as likely (74 per cent) as employers
(35 per cent) and young people (38 per
cent) to rate them as prepared for the
workplace. McKinsey also notes that,
outside the UK and Germany, only
50 per cent of European employers
report interacting with education
providers several times a year or more.
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Failing to make the grade

27%
Over a quarter of employers
have left entry-level posts
unfilled

Unfit for purpose

40%

Only two-fifths of employers
were confident they could
find qualified graduates to
fill entry-level posts

A wasted youth?

Almost a quarter
of the people under
25 in Europe are
unemployed

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To read the Hays Global Skills Index visit hays-index.com
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COLLEGE EDUCATIONS WORTH
US$700,000 MORE TO US WORKERS
Stay in college, kids

A bachelor’s degree
earns US jobseekers
US$17,500 more per
annum than a high
school education alone

High school educations lack weight

Declining salaries for
school-leavers are bringing
down a generation’s average
wage, despite record
graduate numbers

US$45,500 US$28,000
THE US NON-PROFIT Pew Research Center
has found that a typical American adult with a
bachelor’s degree will earn US$700,000 more
than a high school graduate over a 40-year career.
The report, The Rising Cost of Not Going to
College, found that college graduates aged 25 to 32
in full-time work earned on average US$17,500 more
per annum. They were also significantly less likely to
be unemployed (representing only 3.8 per cent of
those out of work, compared with 12.2 per cent who
had received just a high school education) or living in
poverty (5.8 per cent compared with 21.8 per cent).
The increase in earnings as a result of a college
education has never been greater. In 1979, typical
high school graduates earned 77 per cent of a
college graduate’s average salary. Today, they can
expect to earn only 62 per cent, meaning that, in
relative terms, high school graduates are worse
off than both their college-educated peers and

previous generations with similar qualifications.
Of those living in poverty, 22 per cent today have a
high school diploma, compared with just seven per
cent in 1979.
Pew notes that millennials are the best-educated
generation in history, with 34 per cent possessing
a degree, and that the generation’s relatively poor
earnings are kept low by a dramatic decline in the
value of a high school education.
High school leavers’ average earnings have
actually fallen in real terms since 1965, from
US$31,384 to US$28,000 – large enough to offset
the gains made by college graduates and ensure
that median earnings among all full-time workers
in the US (in 2012 dollars) have risen just US$5,000
since 1965.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To read the report in full, visit pewsocialtrends.org
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THE BIG IDEA — OPEN ORGANISATIONS

ALL LINES
ARE OPEN
BUSINESSES WANT TO BUILD BETTER, MORE PRODUCTIVE RELATIONSHIPS WITH THEIR
CUSTOMERS AND STAFF. BUT WHAT DOES OPENNESS REALLY MEAN FOR COLLABORATION,
ENGAGEMENT AND ORGANISATIONAL DESIGN?

AS THE WORLD emerges from global recession,

organisations are taking their cue to refocus on
growth. This is invariably accompanied by corporate
pledges to learn from past mistakes, to rectify things
that were wrong and to put core values on the top
of the business agenda. The sense is that this has all
been said before.
This time, however, there are more tangible
signs of change. Organisations are questioning
and challenging their leadership behaviours and
organisational cultures, and HR must prepare the
business for such a change, helping to develop
an open culture that listens to the organisation
and the outside world.
“We are seeing a large-scale movement towards
openness among organisations. This is a reaction not
just to recession, but to a decade or so of crises of
corporate governance where we saw scandals such
as Enron have a devastating impact on the trust that
people had placed in these major organisations,”
says Dr Jonathan Trevor, Lecturer in Human
Resources and Organisations at Judge Business
School, Cambridge University in the UK.
One only has to look at the recent woes of the
British banking sector for a recent example. From
bankers’ bonuses to Libor fixing, a succession of

scandals have destroyed public trust in the industry
and seriously damaged its reputation. In a speech
last year at Oxford University’s Saïd Business
School, António Horta-Osório, Chief Executive of
Lloyds Banking Group, outlined the impact the
financial crisis has had on the perception of banks,
particularly among young people. According to
Lloyds, an organisation’s reputation would influence
the career decision for 58 per cent of students.
Twenty-eight per cent said they would be too
embarrassed to tell friends they were going to work
in a bank, while 41 per cent actively distrust banks
and financial services providers.
“Take my own students, for example,” says Trevor.
“Five years ago, 50 per cent of them would be
looking at careers in the banking sector. Today it is
closer to 15 per cent. The sectors that are grabbing
their attention are the charitable and not-for-profit
sectors, and the start-up sector. The fact is that
talent is discerning and they would rather go it alone
and start their own business.”
While scandals of business or sector collapse can
have a dramatic immediate financial effect, talent is
one of the drivers of innovation, so attracting today’s
recruits and tomorrow’s business leaders means that
reputations really matter. The other driver is openness
HAYS JOURNAL ISSUE 7 19

OUT OF THE OFFICE:
AT CH2M HILL,
CONSULTANCY AND
COLLABORATION IS
ENGRAINED INTO THE
BUSINESS’S CULTURE

“OPENNESS REALLY


IS A PRIORITY – IT’S A
MATTER OF LONG-TERM
SUSTAINABILITY”

— DR JONATHAN TREVOR, JUDGE BUSINESS SCHOOL
– a culture where talent is trusted to experiment,
enquire and propose new ideas, which taps into
people’s passions and ingenuity to deliver new
products, services and business.
“Without trust, and the openness that enables
trust, organisations will be unable to empower staff
to work free from supervision. When you consider
that innovation matters more and more in terms of
competitiveness and efficiency, openness really is
a priority – a matter of long-term sustainability for
these organisations,” says Trevor.
BUILDING ON TRUST
Some businesses are naturally open and collaborative,
encouraging staff to have more say in the way their
organisations are run, and allowing their customers to
see more deeply into the businesses they support.
One is CH2M Hill, an employee-owned American
engineering company that provides a wide range
of business services, including consulting, design,
construction and operations services, in the private
and public sector. The company has appeared in
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Fortune magazine’s Best Company to Work For list
six times. Lee McIntire, its CEO, posts his personal
development plan on the company’s intranet. Its
culture of openness and transparency dates back to
the 1950s, when it was founded by a professor and
three students, all veterans of the Second World
War, who shared the determination to use their
negative experiences to build a better world.
CH2M Hill’s European HR Director Juan Coto says:
“Since then, the company has grown and evolved,
but one thing that has never changed are those core
values. About 18,000 of our 28,000 employees are
shareholders, so sharing information is easy – our
employees and our shareholders are the same.”
Within the organisation, employees have almost
unprecedented access to the leadership teams. This is
done through regular live interactive meetings in which
staff in locations all around the world can put questions
forward, make suggestions, share information and
engage with each other in a direct and effective way.
But this open style of operation is not restricted
to the firm’s internal stakeholders. Coto says: “When
you are delivering large, complex infrastructure
such as the Olympic Park in London, you need that
same strong engagement and transparency for a
whole raft of stakeholders.” The long-term nature
of construction demands strong relationships with
a range of stakeholders, and good communication
and understanding can be the difference between
a swiftly delivered project and a costly failure.
“Our relationships with our customers tend to
be very long-term; they represent a significant
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GET IN WITH THE CROWD
them and listening to their feedback as part of the
core approach of the company.
“Because of the strong relationship we have
with consumers, we have on many occasions asked
them for technical feedback on a product that we
were launching. We take their feedback and
distribute it throughout the company, from the
marketing department to the technical department.
While we are not developing products by request,
we bear that feedback in mind during the
development processes.”
Customers who buy Ducati motorcycles can also
expect follow-up calls from the product development
team about how they are finding their experience with
their new bike. This direct personal interaction, says
Cianetti, provides vital feedback on customer
satisfaction and a better understanding of the culture
that surrounds the Ducati brand all over the world.
She adds: “We envisage doing more of the same
in the future, by connecting with customers across
a growing range of devices, from PCs and
smartphones to smart TVs and tablets.”

GETTY

CROWDSOURCING IS A phenomenon that
generates services, ideas or content from a large
group of informal contributors, particularly online.
It can be applied to many aspects of business,
from sourcing funding to talent, and while it is
most common in start-ups seeking investment, it
has fascinating implications for innovation when
organisations capitalise on strong relationships with
their customers.
Ducati is one example. Founded in 1926, the iconic
motorcycle manufacturer has a loyal fan base, with
tens of thousands of owners interacting online.
Since the 1990s, the business’s marketing team has
fostered a strong brand allegiance to Ducati’s bikes
through consumer groups and online communities,
which have proved instrumental to the development
of new products.
Ducati’s Head of Marketing Patrizia Cianetti says:
“We are an open company in every sense of the
word. We encourage our customers, fans and other
businesses to call us to book a tour and see the
factory. We see the overall concept of interviewing
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“OUR AIM IS TO PROVIDE


MORE ACCESS TO
KNOWLEDGE
AND EXPERTISE”

— STUART MCRAE, IBM

commitment,” says Coto. “Procurement processes at
this level can be over two years. By the time we get
to sign the contract, the people we are working with
have had a real window into our organisation.”
COMMUNICATION TOOLS
Technology companies should be on the front foot
when it comes to connecting people through new
means. That is certainly the case at IBM, where
internal collaboration has been used to drive its
numerous product innovations.
IBM’s Social Business Evangelist Stuart McRae says:
“We absolutely encourage collaboration and we have
the tools to help our people do that.” The business has
highlighted ‘social business’ as a key element in the
future of its work, and has invested in collaboration
tools to allow employees to engage with partners,
competitors, customers and each other to enhance
productivity, divide workloads and share information.
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Advances in collaborative technology
enable companies to implement a range
of internal help and communication tools
including social media platforms such as
Yammer and Jive. These not only help
employees talk about their work, they
create new ways for employees to
work together across time zones and
business units. IBM’s own internal
system for data collaboration and
congregation, Bluepages and IBM
Connections, has proved so successful
a model that the business now offers
it as a product to clients.
McRae says: “The key thing is to get
the technology right, ensure there are no
barriers to using it and make it clear to
staff why it is there. Often, it is a question
of getting leaders involved. Last year, our
new CEO created a video blog and put
it on the social networks, which created
a real impact compared with sending an
email or newsletter to everyone.”
With increasingly powerful
communication technology and social
networking tools comes the risk that
a company could become too open with
customers and partners, potentially
posing a threat to corporate security. Here, HR
needs to work with the IT function and business
unit leaders to develop clear policies that outline
the benefits of increased openness, within clear
parameters protecting the company’s image, data
and intellectual property.
“Ultimately, our aim is to provide more access to
knowledge and expertise in order to deliver better
service to our customers,” McRae says. “We have
a very clear policy on compliance, guidelines on
use of social media, what you should and shouldn’t
do, and we have a governance council with senior
executives from the business side whose role is to
define the rules and change them as and when they
need to evolve.” However, he adds: “The culture is
just as important as the technology. I know of cases
where collaboration hasn’t worked, where there has
been a negative effect, because there were people
who wanted to be in control.”
IS IT OPEN FOR EVERYONE?
The question is, can this quality and level of
openness be achieved by every organisation?
Professor Cliff Oswick, from Cass Business School
in the UK, sees the process as a continuation of
structural management change that has been taking
place for a number of years. As organisations have
changed, becoming more global, they have evolved
flatter, less hierarchical management structures, to
the point where hierarchy ceases to exist.
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TAKING THE LABELS OFF

LAS VEGAS-BASED online shoe retailer Zappos
is obsessed with customer service and has a history
of unusual HR practices to get the best from its staff,
from testing the commitment of new joiners with a
US$1,000 incentive to leave, to giving its call centre
workers four-week training periods, no scripts and no
limit on call durations. Its latest step is implementing
a ‘holacracy’ – putting CEO Tony Hsieh on the same
level as a raw recruit – almost.
Holacracy is a recently coined term describing
employee self-government, as opposed to alternatives
such as command and control. Of course, the concept
of flattened organisations is not new. Perhaps the most
famous example is that of Brazilian conglomerate
Semco, which radically restructured its business in the
1980s and 1990s.
Semco’s CEO Ricardo Semler introduced policies
where staff could hire and fire their managers,
eliminated everything from dress codes to parking
spaces, and eventually even replaced the CEO post
with a rotating position.
Zappos’ experiment with organisational design
is the most high-profile attempt at self-governing

structures in recent years, and will be rolled out to its
1,500 employees throughout the year.
The argument behind such structures is that it is
more effective to organise a workforce around specific
tasks than general needs. Teams exist for tasks, and are
disbanded when they are complete. Fewer job titles
promises fewer politics, and greater productivity.
Zappos’ holacracy will be defined by a constitution,
outlining the rules of employment. Team leaders exist
for each task, and any employee’s performance is only
called into question should a task be fulfilled poorly
on numerous occasions. Even then, a dismissal would
be a team decision.
Whether this latest attempt to scale agility will be
successful remains to be seen. Zappos will clearly
require formalised elements, particularly around HR
and remuneration, and incentivising a flat organisation
could prove problematic, even for a company with as
strong a culture as Zappos. While this level of openness
should not be confused with equality, the benefits on
offer, particularly around innovation and creativity,
offer a bold and intriguing look at a possible natural
conclusion to open organisations.
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GETTING CONNECTED:
TRUE COLLABORATION MAY
REQUIRE MORE THAN SIMPLY
MEETING ACROSS TEAMS
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role is about coordinating, collaborating and
communicating and not controlling. Something
that leaders need to bear in mind is that the best
decisions are those made by groups rather
than individuals.”
The extent to which an organisation should
become open is extremely contextual and it is
unlikely that openness to the level of a holacracy
would work for a massive multinational in the way
it may for a smaller, more nimble business. However,
consumer tastes and employee expectations have
shifted over the years, and organisations have no
choice but to pay closer attention to communities
that are more connected and more vocal in an
online world.
As changes in culture, media and technology
make corporate secrets harder and harder to keep,
employee, shareholder and customer relations will
go far beyond just the point of sale or the AGM. HR
will play a crucial role in preparing businesses and
their leaders for that change, and helping reap the
organisational benefits of openness.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To take part in HR discussions with other business
leaders, join the HR Insights with Hays group on LinkedIn
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A recent example of such organisational designs
is ‘holacracy’, a term coined by entrepreneur Brian
Robertson in 2007. In Robertson’s structure,
autonomous and self-reliant employees are
assigned different specific tasks dependent on
their skills, without the rigidity of roles, ranks or
job titles. Holacracies have begun to emerge in
some businesses, such as those at Silicon Valley
games developer Valve Software and online
shoe retailer Zappos (see box, p23).
Oswick says: “The key to making things work at
this extreme degree of organisational openness is
being able to separate leaders from leadership.
In an open organisation, the role of leader becomes
one of facilitator, not one of delegator, where staff
self-organise in an internal form of crowdsourcing.”
The days of the heroic ‘rock star’ CEO may or
may not be over, but for leaders who favour a
delegator style, the transition to facilitator will feel
like a loss of power and influence. Oswick says:
“This transition will involve a process of cognitive
change around their role and the wider world, and
it can be challenging. The first stage is accepting
that they may not know best. It can be difficult to
let go of that perception of power, but to lead an
open organisation they have to recognise their

THROUGH THE LENS

122%
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In Germany, bonus percentages are higher than in
any other country in Europe, according to a study
from Vlerick Business School in Ghent, Belgium.
German chief executives earn an average bonus
of 122 per cent of fixed pay, and the number of
companies that now offer long-term incentives
(shares and stock options) has increased by 21
per cent over the past seven years. While the total
remuneration for German CEOs has remained
stable, there has been a 15 per cent increase in
fixed remuneration.
Source: EY Rapid-Growth Markets Forecast,
February 2014
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THE BEATING
HEART OF EUROPE
THE INSTITUTIONS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION REPRESENT MILLIONS OF EUROPEAN CITIZENS.
IT’S THE JOB OF THE EUROPEAN PERSONNEL SELECTION OFFICE TO ENSURE THAT THE PEOPLE
THEY HIRE ARE UP TO THE TASK

body. A heaving mass of people, its 13 institutions and
40 agency bodies govern 500 million citizens across
28 states. Its corridors of power are a complex network
of arteries where tens of thousands of civil servants flow
back and forth, largely unseen, but vitally important.
It is startling, then, to discover that a single
recruitment entity keeps those arteries full.
David Bearfield is the Director of the European
Personnel Selection Office (EPSO), the centre tasked
with selecting the people who keep the EU running.
The scale of the operation is vast, with many parts of
the selection process available in 24 languages and
EPSO’s bank of assessment tests now numbering
more than 80,000. “We recruit between 1,500 and
2,000 people each year from 28 countries,” says
Bearfield, “and the nature of what we do makes
things incredibly complex.”
EPSO recruits for ten of the EU’s 13 institutions –
from the European Commission to the European Court
of Auditors – as well as many of its 40 agency bodies,
which work on the policies and laws that affect the
people of Europe.
For all its importance, EPSO has a low profile.
Perhaps this is because, while the institutions of
governments are very much on everyone’s agenda
– for good or bad – those who work in government
rarely gain much attention. The EU spends only six
per cent of its annual budget on staff, administration
and maintenance of its buildings. Yet 38,000 people
work in the European Commission alone, which has
a permanent staff of around 1,750 linguists and 600
support staff, making up one of the largest translation
services in the world.
That the Commission’s workforce can get to this
size is possible because of an efficient – even frugal
– approach to recruitment and HR, and EPSO’s small
team is where that begins.
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EPSO was created in 2003 to collate the recruitment
functions of each EU institution in preparation for the
union’s expansion from 15 to 25 countries in 2004.
Its central purpose was to bring employees from the
new member states into the European Civil Service.
Since then, it has organised more than 700 recruitment
campaigns and processed 650,000 online applications,
resulting in 13,500 hires by European institutions.
SPRING CLEANING THE CIVIL SERVICE
Bearfield has been Director of the office since 2007,
leading it through “a dramatic and far-reaching
programme of change”. His strategy was threefold:
enter the war for talent; select on competency rather
than knowledge; and embrace technology.
The first step was ensuring that the EU’s
institutions recognised that they were competing with
the private sector for talent. He told colleagues: really
good people have choices about where they want
to go. He says now: “That’s still true, even in an
economic downturn.”
Before 2010, civil services had waited for people to
come to them, says Bearfield. “Many people still do,”
he adds, “but how people see work has changed
dramatically. Twenty or 30 years ago, labour markets
were national and the range of jobs wasn’t like it is
today, with a global market for top talent.”
EPSO has to serve many masters, and Bearfield
and his team have had to learn quickly how to
perform their unique role. They use an unusual
selection method called ‘open competition’, which
strikes a fine line between the varied demands and
roles performed at very different institutions, and
the requirements of their frequently changing
political leaders.
Open competitions are appraisals used to select a
pool of approved individuals, who are then offered to
line managers. It is a broad approach that is used for

EMMANUEL FRADIN

THE EUROPEAN UNION (EU) is a complex political

LEADERSHIP — DAVID BEARFIELD

“THE NATURE OF WHAT
WE DO MAKES THINGS
INCREDIBLY COMPLEX”
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INSIGHT

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION
1951
The Treaty of Paris creates the European
Coal and Steel Community (ECSC)
between Belgium, France, West Germany,
Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands.
It establishes the economic and political
underpinnings of future European
integration, including the 1957 Treaty of
Rome, establishing the European Economic
Community (EEC). In 1965 the executive
bodies of the ECSC, EEC and the European
Atomic Energy Community become the
European Communities – the precursor to
the modern European Union.
1986
In 1986 the Single European Act is signed,
providing the basis for coordinating the
complex logistics of the free flow of goods,
services, people and money across EU
borders in the ‘Single Market’ – which is
completed in 1993.
1995
All countries except the UK and Ireland drop
border controls within the EU.
2002
On 1 January 2002, euro notes and coins are
introduced in 12 participating states and their
national currencies are phased out.
2004
Ten new countries join the EU in 2004,
followed by two more in 2007.
2009
The Treaty of Lisbon is ratified by all member
states, modernising the bodies of the EU and
clarifying their powers.
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roles from administrators, linguists and secretaries
to lawyers and IT staff.
The breadth is deliberate, says Bearfield. “The
institutions are not recruiting people for a single
job,” he says. “We want people who can come for
20 or even 30 years. People who are very able,
smart and with a very high level of social and
emotional intelligence. They will have to adapt
within a constantly evolving role within constantly
evolving institutions.”
Shifting the focus of assessments from knowledge
to competency followed EPSO’s “modernising the
selection process”, says Bearfield. Each year, the
office conducts a strategic HR planning process
across each of the institutions it selects for, and uses
that to ensure upcoming competitions are looking
for the right skills in the right volumes.
And EPSO is doing well. An externally assessed
stakeholder survey revealed that all of the recruiting
services across the EU’s institutions are hugely
positive about the talent that EPSO is providing.
But none of that shields EPSO from intense
scrutiny. The office performs a remarkable job given
the challenges it faces, particularly around fairness.
As a public body representing the public bodies of
28 separate states, the EU faces regular challenges
over its equity, including in its recruitment practices.
Open competition is not a perfect system, but
is designed to deal with the circumstances that
EPSO faces, which include inconsistent national
talent pools and regional applicant volumes that
go up and down depending on the state of their
local economies. In northern Europe, for example,
where talent has far more choice than in Greece or
Portugal, EPSO has to concentrate its efforts in order
to attract the best candidates it can.
Then there is the demand for multilingual
expertise, the need to counter the civil service’s
ageing workforce and the challenge of hiring people
into extremely long and non-linear careers.
Online assessment has allowed EPSO’s recruiting
team to overcome the enormous logistical challenges
of assessing thousands of applicants. Tests are, in
general, verbal, abstract and numerical reasoning,
and a situational judgement test, and are provided
in each of the 24 official languages of the EU.
But for all its successes, there have been
controversies. One such issue has been the use
of a candidate’s second language in the selection
process – a challenging if understandable
requirement EPSO sets candidates, who all
need to speak at least two languages.
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“WE WANT PEOPLE
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WHO CAN ADAPT
WITHIN A CONSTANTLY
EVOLVING ROLE”
“If you are looking at general profiles such as
graduate administrators or policy specialists, what
we require is that your first language is one of the
official languages, and the other usually English,
German or French,” Bearfield explains.
“The main phase after pre-selection is the
assessment centre, which we initiated. Candidates
are generally required to sit that in their second
language. That is quite challenging, but the idea is
that it reflects the reality that many people will face
when they are working – that they will often have to
do whatever they are doing in another language.”
Some have raised concerns about the fairness of
the requirements. For Bearfield, it is important to

meet such concerns equitably, but not to let them get
in the way of continuing the evolution of the EU Civil
Service that he has witnessed over the past 20 years.
VALIDATION
“When I came here in 2007, the selection process hadn’t
changed in 50 years,” says Bearfield. “It was clear how
far away we were from major employers in the public
and private sector, and we did a lot of comparison
with a range of organisations, from the Canadian
Government – which was considered a world leader in
public sector recruitment – to the United Nations, the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. We
wanted to find out how we could adapt the practices
and principles that were done well and apply them to
the challenges we face.”
Seven years later, EPSO has won a number of
accolades. The past two years have seen its first
appearances in the top 100 graduate employers lists of
two British newspapers, The Times and The Guardian,
and the trendence Graduate Barometer, which surveys
300,000 students across Europe, ranked it 14th in 2013.
EPSO is now a regular on the conference circuit and
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CV
DAVID BEARFIELD AT A GLANCE
David graduated in Modern Languages at the
University of Salford, England in 1989 – which, he
says, “has certainly been useful”. He speaks fluent
English, French, German and Swedish.
He entered the UK Civil Service European Fast Stream
recruitment programme, joining the Transport
Ministry and then the Diplomatic Service. After
applying to the European Commission through open
competition, he began his EU career in the selection
and recruitment department.
Among a variety of posts, he has served as Head
of Internal Communication for the European
Commission and worked in the private office of two of
its Vice-Presidents, Neil Kinnock and Siim Kallas.
David joined EPSO as Director in 2007 and initiated a
programme of rejuvenation.
He helped initiate the first International Public Sector
Assessment for Recruitment (IPSAR) conference with
the Association of Test Publishers. From 2011 to 2013,
David was a Member of the Board of Directors of the
UK’s Association of Graduate Recruiters.

hosts its own conferences, where the team
explains the methods of assessment and testing
they have developed.
“We’ve tried to remain extremely open to all
that goes on and participate actively in the main
international recruitment and selection fora,” says
Bearfield. “Governments from around the world have
heard what we have done and ask for our advice – from
Lithuania and Kazakhstan, Mauritania and Bangladesh.
While there isn’t a ranking system, we seem to be
establishing ourselves as a reference point for many.”
While EPSO cannot control anything later than the
recruitment stage, as the first point of contact with
applicants, it has needed to develop the EU’s employer
branding, and that too has grown phenomenally.
Bearfield says: “Before 2010, we didn’t make the most
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of what we are offering candidates, which is unique and
very exciting. We created the EU Careers brand with a
defined employee value proposition and a campaign
behind it. We’ve built it from the ground up, but have
been helped by member states who obviously have an
interest in good people from their country joining the
ranks of EU civil servants.”
EU Careers is going from strength to strength.
Its Facebook page is one of the most popular global
recruitment sites, with more than 150,000 fans, and
EPSO has employed a team of 100 on-campus EU
ambassadors spanning every member state to tour
leading universities around Europe. This has helped in
EPSO’s ongoing drive to bring the average age of the
EU Civil Service down – something it has managed to
reduce by five years through its new selection methods.
Civil service is generally a lifetime job, as evidenced
by EPSO’s focus on graduate recruitment. But that isn’t
to say that other sectors have nothing to learn from
its approach. “Traditionally, people assume that when
it comes to these HR and management issues, the
private sector is good and the public sector is bad,” says
Bearfield. “I think that’s far too simplistic.”
He points to the level of scrutiny EPSO faces as an
example. On any decision, he explains, “candidates can
appeal at any time. The high level of regulation we’re
subject to means we have to be absolutely scrupulous.
We have to be fair administratively, and that makes us
really rigorous from a psychological and a psychometric
perspective in the quality of the selection process.”
EPSO needs to get hires right at the first attempt,
and with dismissals much harder to carry out in the EU
than in a country such as the US, for example, there is
no room for error when it comes to spending taxpayers’
money. “When you hire people in the public sector, they
could stay for 30 years. The wrong selection decision
could be very costly.”
Private businesses are unlikely to adopt an open
competition model any time soon, but the issues EPSO
faces – and the approaches it has taken to overcome
them – are still relevant. Take ageing workforces, says
Bearfield. “A whole generation – the baby boomers –
will retire between 2010 and 2020. Some organisations
will lose half of their staff.” Such radical demographic
changes call for radical approaches to talent. If the EU is
to approach the future confidently, it will need to have
a healthy supply of talent in those arteries for years to
come – something Bearfield is confident he can provide.
“I call EPSO the blood transfusion service of the EU,”
he says. “There are huge challenges facing Europe, and
the institutions challenging them have only their people.
The EU has no production line, or plant, or shares, or
reserves in the bank. That’s why it is so important that
we find the right blood, and that it is healthy, and will
help the body thrive.”

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To connect with other senior HR professionals, join the HR
Insights with Hays group on LinkedIn
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GOOD TIMES
FOR HR
THE UK’S HR COMMUNITY WILL
BENEFIT FROM THE LONGED-FOR
ECONOMIC RECOVERY
Over 60 per cent of HR professionals
will be looking to find a new job
this year according to new research
by Hays – just in time for growing
demand in the industry.
Recruitment in the UK’s HR
industry is set to increase over
the next 12 months as the UK
economy continues to strengthen
and employers grow in confidence.
According to the Hays Human
Resources Salary and Benefits
Guide 2014, almost half of employers
(47 per cent) expect to recruit
more permanent HR staff and
28 per cent will hire additional
temporary workers.
Two-fifths of employers expect pay
for HR staff to rise in line with the cost
of living and 14 per cent of employers
anticipate it to rise above inflation
in 2014. More than half (52 per cent)
reported to have already increased
pay in the past year.
However, an HR skills shortage is
predicted by employers, with more
than half (64 per cent) expecting a
shortage of experienced candidates
and 39 per cent anticipating a lack of
qualified candidates when recruiting
this year. Two-fifths (41 per cent) of
employers also feel they do not have
the talent they need to achieve their
current business objectives.
Barney Ely, Director of Hays Human
Resources, said: “The signs are there
that 2014 is going to be positive for
the HR community. Not only are
employees gaining confidence to
look for new roles, after a challenging
couple of years, but there will be more
opportunities available to them and it
is likely they will be better paid.”

GETTY

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To request a copy of the report, email
haysjournal@hays.com

HR on the move

60%

Putting a value on HR skills

THREE-FIFTHS OF HR
PROFESSIONALS ARE
LOOKING FOR NEW
ROLES THIS YEAR

Securing the future

64%
ALMOST TWO-THIRDS
OF EMPLOYERS ARE
WORRIED ABOUT
SKILLS

Meeting today's needs

41%
OVER TWO-FIFTHS
OF EMPLOYERS
WORRY THEY LACK
SUFFICIENT TALENT

40%

TWO-FIFTHS OF EMPLOYERS
EXPECT PAY FOR HR STAFF TO
RISE IN LINE WITH THE COST
OF LIVING
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ASIA’S CRAVING
FOR SKILLS
INCREASING BUSINESS DEMAND
CREATES A SKILLS VACUUM IN ASIA
According to Hays’ Asian Salary Guide of
more than 2,600 employers across Asia,
63 per cent of the region’s employers
have seen increased business activity
over the past 12 months and 71 per cent
expect it to increase again this year.
Consequently, 43 per cent of employers
expect their permanent staff levels to
increase in the year ahead.
However, almost all (95 per cent) said
the skills shortage has the potential to
hamper the effective operation of their
business. Overtime and extra hours
worked have increased in 31 per cent
of organisations.
As a result, 68 per cent are willing to
employ or sponsor a qualified overseas

candidate in areas where skills are
short. Christine Wright, Operations
Director for Hays in Asia, says: “Despite
the localisation of expatriate salaries
and government legislation in some
countries to limit the number of foreign
hires, the fundamental mismatch
between supply and demand has seen
employers continue to look abroad for
talent – and candidates continue to look
to Asia for job opportunities.”
Salaries remain competitive,
particularly for top talent, but only
seven per cent of Asian employers
increased salaries above 10 per cent in
the past year, while 22 per cent offered
increases between six and 10 per cent.

Wright says: “Across much of Asia,
local economies are both confident
and providing jobs. But high-level skills
shortages are an ongoing challenge
for hiring managers, and the demand
and supply ratio remains firmly in
favour of candidates.”
China exhibited the strongest
above-inflation salary growth, with
54 per cent of employers having
increased salaries by six to 10 per cent,
and a further 12 per cent increased
above that level.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To request a copy of the report, email
haysjournal@hays.com

43%

71%

expect their
permanent staff levels
to increase in the year
ahead

expect the activity
to increase again
this year

2,600

employers across Asia
were surveyed. Over
two-thirds saw increased
business activity
last year

95%

said a skills
shortage could
limit their
business
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7%

of employers across
Asia increased salaries
above 10 per cent

68%

are willing to employ
or sponsor a qualified
overseas candidate
in areas short
on skills
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DIVERSITY A HOT TOPIC
IN AUSTRALIA
THE MAJORITY OF AUSTRALIAN EMPLOYEES WANT
TO SEE MORE DIVERSITY IN THEIR WORKPLACE
In a Hays survey of Australian
employers and candidates, 58 per cent
of employees would like to see more
diversity in their workplace, while
33 per cent are happy with efforts made
to date, and nine per cent feel there are
more important issues to deal with.
The survey results, published in Hays’
white paper A Balancing Act, revealed
that diversity has direct benefits for the
workforce, most clearly in the improved
attraction and retention that naturally
stems from a wider talent pool.
Diversity is a major consideration for
Australian HR teams, where the native
population of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islanders are unemployed at
much higher rates than members of the
population from other backgrounds.
Gender, age and disability are other
areas where diversity concerns may
impact a recruitment strategy. The
report noted that, while organisations
in Australia are making some progress
in recruiting candidates from certain
backgrounds, they must ensure they
don’t meet diversity criteria for one
area at the expense of others.
Kathy Kostyrko, Director of Hays in
Australia, says: “A diverse workforce
is one inclusive of people of various
genders, ages, cultural backgrounds,
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders
and people with physical and mental

“SOMETIMES

IT SEEMS LIKE
TOO MUCH OF A
BALANCING ACT
TO GET RIGHT”
— KATHY KOSTYRKO,
HAYS AUSTRALIA

disabilities. While creating such
a workforce is on the agenda of
most leaders and HR professionals,
sometimes it seems like too much of
a balancing act to get right.”
She adds that, for example, most
accounting firms failed to hit selfimposed gender diversity targets set
about the time of the new Australian
Securities Exchange diversity rules in
2010–2011. Government legislation can
only do so much, says Kostyrko, and
if diversity is to be truly achieved in
Australia, HR needs to work harder
to address the barriers to diversity,
which include “a failure to promote
the business benefits, personal
prejudice, unconscious bias, misuse
of the ‘merit’ argument, business
culture and diversity fatigue”.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To request a copy of the report, email
haysjournal@hays.com
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feel there are more
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PREMIER LEAGUE
TALENT
TALENT MANAGEMENT IS AT THE HEART OF ANY COMPETITIVE ORGANISATION FOCUSED ON HIGH
PERFORMANCE. TAKE HAYS’ SPONSORSHIP PARTNER, MANCHESTER CITY FOOTBALL CLUB

THE RIGHT PEOPLE in the right positions.
It’s the mantra for every recruiter and manager.
It’s also a mantra for every sports team. In the often
grey world of business, it’s easy to make the casual
analogy between an ambitious business unit and a
squad of athletes – the need for leaders, for a game
plan and for a winning mentality. But in professional
sport, the principles of great HR are more deeply
embedded than you may expect.
The businesses that support the world’s elite
sports have developed rapidly. At Hays’ sponsorship
partner, Manchester City Football Club (MCFC),
it’s possible to see what HR can bring to talent
management in these increasingly complex
businesses. City has become one of the leading
clubs in Europe within the last decade, and part of
that success has been down to the way it has used
classic recruitment and induction processes to build
a winning team on and off the pitch.
Professional sport creates fascinating businesses,
as the difference between success and failure on
the pitch can be small, but the consequences for the
whole organisation are huge. With such high stakes,
elite sports organisations such as MCFC have invested
heavily in developing a sustainable high-performance
culture on the pitch and in the community.
A STRUCTURE FOR SUCCESS
As football clubs have continued their steady move
from relatively small local businesses to large,
professional organisations with a global reach, they
have pioneered modern strategies and structures.
Since the ownership of Sheikh Mansour bin Zayed
began in 2008, Manchester City have strived to
adopt a holistic approach, where every aspect
of the club is connected. This is reflected in the
different functions, which can work collaboratively
and ensure City retains the nimbleness required in
as fast-paced an industry as professional football.
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Working cross-functionally and bringing a team
of leaders from a wide array of specialities together
improves coordination and integration at the club and
strengthens the decision-making process. With each
leader being clear on their area of responsibility, it’s
proved an effective way of working.
At City, that infrastructure is overseen by the CEO,
Ferran Soriano. Soriano brings a wealth of business
acumen into the organisation from his early career
at Reckitt Benckiser. Former Vice-President of
Barcelona, he was recruited by Chairman Khaldoon
Al Mubarak as the right candidate to lead and execute
the wider vision of His Highness Sheikh Mansour.
Reporting directly to Soriano are two of the
people responsible for the organisation’s success
in the short, long and very long term: Director of
Football Txiki Begiristain and Managing Director of
City Football Services Brian Marwood. They work
together to ensure that the club has a well-stocked
talent pipeline and a consistent culture across the
generations of current and future playing stars.
It is a classic example of succession planning that
will be familiar to any HR director.
Begiristain, a former footballer at Real Sociedad,
FC Barcelona, Deportivo La Coruña, Urawa Reds
and the Spanish national team, held the position of
Director of Football at FC Barcelona from 2003–2010.
His role at Manchester City gives him the primary
responsibility of supporting the manager, Manuel
Pellegrini, in first-team recruitment and operations.
Marwood’s responsibilities look further ahead.
He oversees the recruitment, development, training
and management of up to 400 players in Manchester
and at other global training centres, in addition to
overseeing the football support services across the
organisation. Soriano says: “City’s long-term future
is dependent upon our ability to recruit and develop
young players all the way through to the first-team
squad. Given the scale and importance of this
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YOUTH AND EXPERIENCE:
MANCHESTER CITY’S
YOUNGER PLAYERS BENEFIT
FROM THE WEALTH OF
EXPERIENCE OF LEGENDS
SUCH AS PATRICK VIEIRA
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challenge, we want to commit our very best people
to it.”
For clubs such as Manchester City, the new model
helps spread the load when it comes to overseeing
the day-to-day demands of the squad of players and
an organisation that is increasingly global, without
taking an eye off the rapidly expanding demands
of clubs’ infrastructures. MCFC, for example, has
recently completed the acquisition of New York City
Football Club and Melbourne Heart FC.
FROM RAW RECRUITS TO LEGENDS
The profile of players within a modern football club
can make them seem far more like assets than staff.
But despite the fame and influence they hold over
the fans, players (like any top talent) are more than
just a set of vital stats, and they need stability and
continuity to sustain their engagement, performance
and personal happiness. Here, a key role is played by
the club’s HR and Player Care functions.
Sustainability through the development of youth
football was a stated aim of owner His Highness
Sheikh Mansour at the outset of his ownership, and
the Club has been delivering on this mission. By
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investing in talent at an early stage, the City Academy
represents a cost-effective way to train and develop
its playing staff while instilling in them the club’s
organisational culture. The more effective the work at
the Academy, the sooner its graduates can find their
way into full-time roles in the first team.
Marwood says: “Our [club’s] focus must be on
both the Academy and the first team and the close
co-ordination between them. Our long-term future
is dependent upon that.”
Some players join academies before they have
entered their teens. It’s the task of heads of such
academies to ensure the maximum amount of the
skills from the first team and its coaching staff filter
down to educate junior members of the Club’s
community. “The philosophy and strategy of the
Club is to be sustainable, and the only way to do it is
to bring our own players through,” says Mark Allen,
Manager of the City Academy. “[That philosophy] will
be the same from under nine to the first team, so any
player called upon to play for any team will know what
to do, and how to do it.”
For City, the talent pipeline clearly works. Since its
inception in 1998, City’s Academy has produced no
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fewer than 33 full internationals, playing in the top
English league. But while it has produced many fine
footballers, the Academy’s purpose is to develop
more than just football skills.
The harsh reality of elite sport is that not many
Academy players will make it all the way to the first
team. But if a sports team expects loyalty from its most
prodigious young talent – who will be courted by other
clubs offering attractive rewards – then it needs to
provide a compelling reason for them to stay. And at
such an early stage of their lives, when parents often
retain substantial influence over their decisions, a club’s
support for learning and future career options can be a
significant factor in young players’ choice of club.
Anyone good enough to be selected to join the City
Academy is guaranteed private academic education
up to the end of their GCSE year (usually 16 years
of age), regardless of whether they make it into the
professional ranks. Marwood says: “We’re here to
develop football players but, if we develop the right
sort of people, there’s no reason why we can’t be
developing the next groundsman, or commercial
director, or marketing director, or chief football
operations officer. What we’re trying to do here is
create a better footballer, but also a better person.
Part of the ethos we’re trying to build is an approach
where, if the young players don’t become footballers,
we can help create another career for them.”
For those who do miss out but want to remain
playing, the club has an ‘outplacement’ model.
It looks to provide opportunities elsewhere, either
roles supporting the playing staff or the wider
business, or with other partner clubs.
Building and retaining a pipeline of youth players
in the footballing ranks or behind the scenes at the
club is key when young players know that the odds
of breaking into the first team are stacked against
them. It helps perpetuate a culture of continuity
that is so important at a football club, with its
powerful emotional resonance for fans, staff and
community alike.
MAKING SUPERSTAR SIGNINGS
An academy of talent can’t provide a whole team,
however, and like any business, elite sports clubs are
constantly assessing the best talent at the highest
level. Although, for playing staff, the valuations of
human capital are perhaps in a different league to the
business world, the same goes for the risks associated
with bad decisions.
Despite the high stakes, success requires an
approach that any HR director will find familiar. It starts
with great recruiters – highly skilled, well connected,
motivated, well briefed and working as a team.

“WHAT WE’RE TRYING TO
DO IS CREATE A BETTER
FOOTBALLER, AND A
BETTER PERSON”
— BRIAN MARWOOD, MANCHESTER CITY

At any top club, potential players are researched and
monitored closely by a sophisticated, global network
of hand-picked scouts, who are briefed regularly and in
near-constant contact. When a player is identified, all
aspects of their suitability are analysed and reviewed
– a process familiar to recruiters from any industry.
BECOMING PART OF THE FAMILY
Success on the pitch goes a long way to keeping
playing staff happy and engaged, but it can’t work
alone as a retention strategy.
The career of a footballer is short and intense, and
the young players face rapid changes in wealth, profile,
family life, responsibility and expectation, which can all
affect the way they perceive their job prospects.
As with any industry that frequently deals with
globally mobile talent, recruiters are forced to predict
how their talent (and often the talent’s families) will
adapt to a new life in a different part of the world.
How would they handle a new language? What sort of
friends do they have? How settled are they? How would
they handle a new climate?
For footballers, the list is even more extensive. How
do they cope with stardom? What do they spend their
money on? The best clubs assess all of these factors
for each potential recruit, building up an individual’s
playing and personal life profiles in order to pre-empt
any possible complications and help them integrate into
the local community as quickly and easily as possible,
whether that is sorting out visas or childcare, or even
buying a car.
It’s a level of detail that is several steps ahead of all
but the most senior executive recruitment, and reflects
the closer connection between players’ home and work
lives compared with other careers.
That is important, and represents a lesson for other
organisations. On the one hand, it underlines the huge
role that effective management and HR plays in driving
top performance from some of sport’s biggest stars.
But it also goes to show that, even at the highest levels
of sport, top talent is only human.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To view a short video about Hays’ partnership with MCFC,
visit hays.com/mcfc
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OPINION

INVESTING IN PEOPLE – LITERALLY
GRAHAM BUTLER, HEAD OF TALENT AT ISIS EQUITY PARTNERS, EXPLAINS WHY INVESTORS PUT A PRICE
ON HUMAN CAPITAL
The term ‘human capital’ has
risen in prominence in recent
years. It certainly appears on
more agendas than it used to.
However, it’s all very well to put
it in a presentation – that’s a
very different thing to placing
a value on its corporate worth.
Human capital only matters to an investor if people
practise what they preach, and that’s not always the
case. You can go into any business and ask “What’s your
greatest asset?” and someone will seize the opportunity
to link it back to people.
It goes without saying that not every business actually
lives by its pledge to invest in its people. For investors,
a successful venture can depend on being able to spot
when a business is genuinely positive about improving
and developing its human capital.
We invest between £2 million and £40 million of
equity in businesses up to a market value of around
£100 million – it’s a big range, but caters for a broad
array of small- to medium-sized companies with great
potential for growth. But we value the quality of people
as much as the product – together, they can make the
difference between a good business and a great one.
And, when we look at a potential investment
opportunity, we know that if a business doesn’t, or
doesn’t plan to, invest in, strengthen and grow its
people, it won’t be able to develop a plan or a business
strategy. In turn, it won’t be able to retain and engage
the people who will need to execute the strategy.
INVESTMENT DECISIONS
On several occasions, we have turned down the
opportunity to invest in a business because of a poorquality management team. Changing members of the
leadership team has to happen sometimes, but changing
entire teams can be a risky growth strategy.
Where possible, we try to back the business’s
founders, or the person who currently leads it. Rather
than cutting central people, we often add to the
executive team with value-creating individuals. Great
talent is sometimes the hardest thing for growing
businesses to acquire, but it makes a huge difference.
This is fundamental to the way we invest, which is
often as the first external investor. We can use specific
skills from elsewhere in our portfolio, give a founder
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confidence to make a key hire, and help support the
hires of highly rated individuals.
On the human side too, while the founder might not
be the right person to take the business from a valuation
of £100 million to £200 million, as an investor we need
to give them the opportunity to try, and support them
as they grow.
This understanding of human capital and its value
brings a sharper focus to people in a business. However,
sometimes we invest in businesses without a people
function at all. Often, that lack of breadth and depth
in the management team – and beyond – is one of the
reasons for the business’s growing pains.
Talent management is about having the right people,
at the right time, doing the right things. Assessing that

“HUMAN CAPITAL ONLY

MATTERS TO AN INVESTOR
IF PEOPLE PRACTISE WHAT
THEY PREACH”

in hard metrics is always difficult, as while there is an
abundance around time and cost-to-hire, for example,
a bad hire is still bad, however quick or initially costeffective. The metrics that matter the most are around
the quality of the people you recruit and how well you
engage them.
It is hard to assess the quality of individuals from
outside a business, but ultimately, people need clear
objectives and a real understanding of why these
objectives are important. Investors can gain a sense of
the potential of a business by asking staff beneath the
senior management level if they know how their daily
work relates to the business strategy as a whole and if
this connection is managed, measured or reinforced.
Not every one of our investments has perfected how
to communicate and measure progress around these
objectives. As a business grows, this becomes even
more challenging. However, where we can see there
are great people, communication, talent acquisition
and talent management processes can be polished.
Adding this rigour is just one area where we can be really
effective as an investor. When it works, a business can
experience explosive growth – it’s amazing to see.

RISING TO THE CHALLENGE — RAPID GROWTH

GROWING PAINS
FOR ALL KINDS OF BUSINESSES, SUCCESS CAN BRING NEW CHALLENGES, PARTICULARLY WHEN
ORGANISATIONS NEED TO EXPAND THEIR WORKFORCE RAPIDLY

THE SCRIPT FOR small businesses appears simple
enough. An entrepreneur with a bright idea for a
product or service creates a company to supply it,
and as long as there is a demand for it, the company
generally thrives.
In the real world, though, the forces of competition,
financing and simple human ambition often demand
that a company grows more quickly than the owner
may have planned. In that instance, the script
becomes more complicated, and the business is faced
by a need for enough quality talent to meet the
market’s demand for its services.
The risk is that these growth spurts catch a
leadership team by surprise. For a successful and
growing small business with a good brand, it is usually
not that hard to attract applicants. But with rival
businesses a constant threat, and often brief windows
to take advantage of market conditions, the difficulty
for small business leaders lies in hiring the right
people quickly.
UK insurer LV= was created as a small mutual
society in 1843, and grew relatively slowly until 2007.
It then embarked on a hiring surge, and has taken
its workforce from 1,200 to 6,000 as it seeks an
increasing share of the UK insurance market. In 2013
MILESTONES:
GROWTH IS A
FASCINATING AND
EXCITING UNKNOWN

alone, LV= received 26,000 applications and hired
1,593 people.
While the company has expanded beyond the
€50 million turnover limit the European Union uses
to define SMEs, it remains focused on growth.
However, LV=’s recruitment team doesn’t want to
compromise on quality when recruiting large numbers
of staff. “After trawling for employees in a certain area,
you need to let the skills build up again,” says Paul
Smith, LV=’s HR Director. “We might turn the tap on
in Huddersfield, but then turn it off after the first
recruitment drive, and [recruit instead] in Bristol.”
In order to avoid exhausting the skill bases
surrounding its offices around the UK, the team has
created a pioneering recruitment mapping approach.
By overlaying staff and applicant data on to a digital
map, the recruitment team has been able to identify
which grades of staff were likely to accept different
length commutes, where recruitment advertising was
generating the most hires and where a community of
LV= colleagues was particularly large.
Most importantly, when recruiting on a large scale, the
mapping showed the team which regions and commuter
communities had not yet been tapped for talent, even if
there was already an LV= call centre nearby.

First sale
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SUPER TALENT
At SuperGroup, the UK-based international
retailer that owns the trendy Superdry clothing
label, the recruitment team has decided on a
different, localised strategy common in retail,
which devolves recruitment responsibilities to
specially trained store managers.
SuperGroup’s workforce has grown from 400 to
3,500 in the past five years, expanding beyond SME
status into more than 100 stores in the UK and
overseas and 17 separate national websites. Last year,
the business received 100,000 job applications for
3,000 jobs. “If you are a young person and looking for
a job in retail, you can’t get more sexy than us in terms
of brands,” says Andrea Cartwright, Director of HR.
Unsurprisingly, not every applicant is suitable.
Cartwright says: “Many of those people don’t
understand that it’s quite hard work, and involves the
kind of hours you may not want to put in.”
Cartwright has what she describes as a “tiny” team
of 20, including payroll staff. SuperGroup deals with
its mountain of applications by passing them to
managers of stores near to the applicant’s home
address. This regionalised approach requires a
development programme designed to teach
managers a range of skills, including recruitment,

“EMPLOYMENT

TRIBUNALS HAVE
SHOCKED COMPANIES
INTO HIRING HR”
— JILL MILLER, CIPD

but has allowed SuperGroup’s central HR department
to avoid the operational mire of mass recruitment.
As a result, the team has remained small and strategic
despite the company’s rapid growth.
INVEST IN HR
For many SMEs, a professional HR function is the
signal that the business is serious about strategic
growth. Small start-up businesses can survive without
it, says Jill Miller, Research Adviser at the Chartered
Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD) in
London, but, “when the owner can no longer do
everything themselves”, hiring in HR is a necessity.
Investment in personnel skills goes beyond
finding people with expertise in hiring en masse.
HR professionals are also needed to avoid hiring
blunders that breach rules such as anti-discrimination
regulations, says Miller. “In some cases, employment
tribunals have shocked companies into hiring an
HR function.”
The first few hires need to manage the dual
demands of maintaining both the quality and volume
of hires for a rapidly growing company, says Miller,
and that often means introducing the business to
assessment centres and off-site interviews.
HAVE AND HOLD
Martin Ferguson started MJF Cleaning Services,
based in Darlington in the UK, in 2003. He hired two
professional HR personnel in 2012 to aid its expansion,
and hopes that the business, which currently employs
130 staff, will grow to 200 by the end of 2014.
Ferguson is highly aware that in cleaning, “people
can leave and pick up another job the next day”.

First million
in turnover

100th hire

Larger offices
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He says that retention plays as important a role
in sustaining a growing workforce as recruitment.
“I wanted to create an environment where people
wanted to enjoy coming to work,” says Ferguson, and
together with his HR team, meets “on a fortnightly or
monthly basis to come up with incentives to help
make our staff feel a little more invested in”.
Paul Smith also thinks retention is vitally important
for a fast-growing company such as LV=. It decided
to insource its HR function to resolve a crisis where
annual turnover in some of its call centres was 52 per
cent – well above the UK average of 42 per cent –
meaning the company had to replace more than half
the employees every year. After the investment in HR,
turnover is now down to an average of 15 per cent
across all its call centres.
Financial incentives are rarely an option available to
fast-growth companies looking to recruit large
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numbers of staff, and simply raising salary offers is no
guarantee of better hires, or greater retention rates.
LV= pays no more than the industry average, but it
has begun offering employee-friendly initiatives such
as homeworking and flexible hours.
The company’s annual survey of employees shows
that “when it comes to key motivations, pay is not
cited by the majority of people”, says Smith. Instead,
employees are most concerned about wellbeing,
communication and support from their line manager.
This is an important lesson for the HR leaders in
ambitious companies looking to grow quickly. While
acquiring top new talent is vital if you want to expand,
that hard work will be undone if the business fails to
recognise the good people it already has.
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GLOBE TROTTING
TALENT
THE RIGHT APPROACH CAN TRANSFORM GLOBALLY MOBILE TALENT FROM A
LOCAL RETENTION RISK INTO AN ASSET FOR THE WHOLE ORGANISATION

A BUSINESS PASSPORT:
YOU CAN REAP REWARDS
BY GIVING YOUR STAFF
THE SKILLS TO TRAVEL
TO NEW MARKETS
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IN THE WORKPLACE — GLOBAL MOBILITY
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A NUMBER OF surveys point to 2014 as the year that
top talent will be on the move. And, as the opportunities
for talent grow, so does the headache for HR teams trying
to retain their best people within their organisations.
Global consultancy Mercer’s 2013 Worldwide
International Assignments Policies and Practices
(WIAPP) report demonstrates a rise in people seeking
work overseas. In 2010 and 2011 more than half of
businesses had increased the number of both short
and long-term assignments. Mercer says more than
70 per cent of organisations expected to increase shortterm assignments last year and 55 per cent predicted a
rise in long-term ones. The priority destinations reflected
the truly global nature of today’s employment market,
from the US to Brazil, China, the UK and Australia.
When it comes to planning talent pipelines, this
increase in demand for mobile talent presents both a
threat and an opportunity. While a global employment
market offers top talent more opportunities than ever
before, recruiters have the challenge of first finding the
best – within a vast talent pool – before encouraging
them to make a specific move. Balancing such an offer
can be the key to success. Carol-Ann White, Chief
Talent Officer at Landor Associates, a global branding
consultancy with 26 offices in 20 countries, says: “Being
able to provide international career opportunities as
the norm has proven very advantageous in our ongoing
search for top talent.”
HOLDING ON TO YOUR ACES
Advisory firm Bersin by Deloitte warns that, even
with increasing numbers of people open to working
abroad, global shortages and local concentrations of
specific skills may make attempts to hire from a global
talent pool less effective than employers might hope.
Bersin says that global businesses will find the best
supply of skills if they “locate work where you can best
find talent”.
The firm’s report, Human Resources, Learning and
Leadership: Our Ten Predictions for 2014, suggests
that businesses continue to build talent networks in
order to attract people around the world. However,
it warns that the scale of shortages in key skills will
undercut strategies for hiring developed talent, as the
few people able to choose their employer are too rare
for many businesses to find. “Hiring top people” or
“recruiting better than your competition” are no longer

the solutions, it contends: “The war for talent is over,
and the talent won.”
If Bersin is correct, and access to the right skills
will hamper the international recruitment plans
underpinning future productivity, the importance of
retaining talent will rise enormously. Consequently,
businesses should consider global mobility initiatives
as an opportunity to excite and engage their existing
globally mobile personnel. White says moving restless
talent into a role overseas “means we are able to

“EACH NEW ROLE BUILDS
GREATER TALENT
CAPABILITY”
— GRANT WEINBERG, GILEAD SCIENCES

extend our staff’s tenure with the company by offering
promotions in another market.”
Grant Weinberg agrees: “Moving talent around the
globe – for the right business reasons – can support
organisational growth, maintain the culture and give
high-performing talent exposure to new environments
and practices.” Weinberg is Europe, Asia and Middle
East Director for Talent Acquisition at Gilead Sciences,
a research-based biopharmaceutical company with
around 6,000 employees across five continents. “In the
long term, as these individuals progress through the
organisation, and grow into multinational roles, they are
better prepared to deal with the business demands and
pressures associated with global organisations.”
It’s natural for highly skilled individuals with great
potential to consider the exciting challenges provided
by a move overseas, building their cultural awareness,
communication skills, learning agility and ability to
deal with the new or the unknown. International
assignments are often a test of character, Weinberg
explains, and the sense of independence “ensures the
employee continues to learn, and doesn’t rely on the
company to create the opportunity and manage the
learning experience”.
These skills offer talent a global passport, and one
international assignment frequently leads to another.
“Each experience is like a new role, each new role builds
greater talent capability – and greater talent within an
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CASE STUDY

A LIFE ON THE ROAD
MARK DICK, DIRECTOR of Global Sales Development at LinkedIn
Corporation, says his international experience has been an important
influence throughout his career. “Working overseas has enabled me to
gain experience of different cultures, broaden my business thinking and
develop international networks,” he explains. “I have grown personally
and professionally, and have a global perspective when approaching
business situations.”
Dick was born in the UK, but has held other sales roles at LinkedIn and
Fairfax Media in Australia. He is currently based in San Francisco. His
first overseas role “just happened” after he applied for a job in the US
through his university in Scotland, but, he adds: “as my career has
evolved, I have made a conscious effort to proactively gain international
experience as a way to develop myself”.
Dick believes that the benefits to his leadership and people skills have
been at the centre of his career development. “Being able to motivate
and inspire individuals to achieve a common goal, wherever you are in
the world and regardless of their culture or background, is essential to
being successful,” he says.
To thrive on a global stage, Dick adds that you have to be open to the
prospect of living internationally and excited about the opportunities it
presents. He says: “Having in-demand or transferable skills will position
you well for international opportunities, and being adaptable will enable
you to settle into a new environment quickly and successfully.”
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organisation acts as a magnet for other top talent,” he
says. The concern for the organisation is that globally
mobile talent is difficult to retain.
Rather than preventing globally mobile talent from
leaving, the best retention strategy is often to provide
those hungry for travel with more of the same, but
within the organisation. “It’s about creating international
career paths to attract and retain the talent,” says White,
although it requires “seamless” succession planning and
inter-office collaboration. Pulling it off, however, means
that your talent’s hunger for new experiences becomes
an asset, rather than a concern, and that you can look
within the organisation when you need a high-quality
individual in a specific location and at short notice.
That’s why retention is as great a priority as hiring
for Landor Associates. “All our vacancies are sourced
internally before we look for external candidates,” says
White. “It means that a lot of our offices have several
employees who have originally come from elsewhere
in the Landor network.”
The business has several initiatives focused on
global mobility, including “rotating roles” in a number
of offices. For example, every three months a Landor
employee is posted to the Moscow office. “This [policy]
helps in locations where we struggle to recruit specific
skills locally and to provide our clients with insights from
another market,” White says.
Technical skills shortages are the biggest reason for
employers hiring from overseas, according to Mercer’s
WIAPP report. The importance of internal hires is shown
in the next most common requirements: to provide
career management and leadership development; to
ensure knowledge transfer; and to provide specific
managerial skills that aren’t available locally.
As more businesses expand into multiple regions,
those that can call on globally mobile managers with
cultural agility and hard-to-find skills will be at a huge
advantage. Gilead’s Weinberg says that’s because, for
an organisation, division or business unit to succeed,
its leaders must understand how business is done in
different geographies. “Internationally experienced
leaders are well respected, more successful and
ultimately stay longer with their employers,” he says.
For those HR and talent professionals who fail to
recognise the importance of global employee mobility,
he has this stark warning: “Your talent needs to be able
to demonstrate the same breadth of experience as your
business boundaries do,” he says. “And if you choose not
to develop your talent through international mobility,
someone else will.”

REGIONAL SNAPSHOT

TAMING MEXICO

SIGNED AND SEALED:
THE MEXICAN PRESIDENT,
ENRIQUE PEÑA NIETO,
CENTER, SIGNS A BILL TO END
PETROLEOS MEXICANOS’
75-YEAR PRODUCTION
MONOPOLY

ECONOMIC REFORMS ARE PROMISING A BOOM IN MEXICO, BUT SKILLS IMPROVEMENTS WILL BE
NEEDED TO BRING THE ECONOMY TO HEEL

IN FEBRUARY THIS year, the world’s most

the telecoms sector to more competition, all in
a bid to create jobs. He is also making teachers
more accountable for their performance to boost
educational standards, something employers are
desperate to see.
Arguably his most successful move was to
convince Mexico’s Congress to end the 75-year
state energy monopoly. This could generate
between US$15 billion and US$20 billion of inward
investment each year and generate thousands
of jobs. It will allow foreign oil companies to
investigate the largest unexplored crude area after
the Arctic Circle and potentially make Mexico one
the world’s biggest crude-exporting countries.
Skill gaps in the oil and gas sector will have
to be filled in the short term by importing more
talent. Mexico already brings in foreign specialists
to work in its automotive, IT, life sciences and
pharmaceuticals sectors. The financial crisis in
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powerful drug lord, Joaquín Guzmán, was captured
in a dawn raid in the Mexican resort of Mazatlán by
the country’s marines.
The arrest of the farmer turned drug billionaire
was a massive victory for President Enrique Peña
Nieto, who sees cleaning up the country’s drug crime
as crucial to Mexico’s long-term economic success.
Since his Institutional Revolutionary Party
took power in 2012, Peña Nieto has announced a
number of key reforms to stimulate business and
create jobs.
However, the country still needs to resolve a
number of security issues, including high rates
of kidnapping and murder, if it is to reduce the
extensive poverty that makes foreign investors
nervous about entering the Mexican economy.
Peña Nieto has announced tax changes, unveiled
initiatives to boost bank lending and opened up
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MEXICO
southern Europe has seen large numbers of Italian
and Spanish workers arriving, but they are starting
to return home as their own economies improve.
MAKING PROGRESS
The unemployment rate in Mexico increased to
5.1 per cent in January 2014, up from 4.3 per cent the
previous month, according to the National Institute of
Statistics and Geography (INEGI). The jobless figure
has averaged 3.8 per cent since 1994, reaching a high
of 5.9 per cent in September 2009 and a record
low of 2.2 per cent in March 1997.
If it is to bring unemployment down in 2014,
Mexico faces a number of challenges. Much of
the employment is informal, so many jobs are
unregulated and workers are not protected. A lack of
unemployment benefit has been a major reason why
people take a job wherever they can find one.
More needs to be done to provide jobs and training
opportunities for young people and there are still too
LOADING UP:
MANUFACTURING
REMAINS AN
IMPORTANT
SECTOR FOR
JOBS IN MEXICO

THE ROAD TO A
BETTER FUTURE

US$41BN

ROADS CARRY ALMOST 70 PER CENT
OF ALL IMPORT AND EXPORT TRADE
BETWEEN MEXICO AND THE US, AND
THE STATE HAS ALLOCATED OVER
US$40 BILLION TO TRANSPORT
INVESTMENT

80%

FIVE YEARS AGO, MORE THAN
80 PER CENT OF INFRASTRUCTURE
SPENDING CAME FROM PUBLIC
FUNDS, BUT A 2012 LAW GAVE MORE
PROTECTION TO PRIVATE INVESTORS
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few women working in Mexico. The Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) – of
which Mexico is a member – says that at the end of
2012 the participation rate of women in the Mexican
workforce was 47 per cent, the lowest in the OECD area
after Turkey. The Mexican Government acknowledges
that improving job opportunities for women will help to
reduce poverty as well as fuel economic growth.
MAKING JOBS WORK
Gerardo Kanahuati, Managing Director of Hays Mexico,
says it will take time for ordinary people to feel the
benefits of the reforms but there is a feel-good factor
in the country.
“The reforms had been necessary for years but the
tax changes have left many out of pocket,” he says.
“Lots of people are working informally and doing
business without paying tax, but the Government
needs to collect money to achieve the things it wants
to for the country.”

REGIONAL SNAPSHOT

AND
“EDUCATION

BUSINESS ARE NOT
CONNECTED WITH
EMPLOYERS’ NEEDS”
— GERARDO KANAHUATI, HAYS

NICK DAVID/ MONTY RAKUSEN

Kanahuati adds: “In Mexico, education and
business are not connected, with the real needs of
employers being neglected, and this must change.”
He adds that, without more investment in education
and training, there is a risk the country could be held
back. “We can import the skills we need, but the
younger generation will be disadvantaged. Mexico
needs to get to the point where it is exporting more
of its talent [than importing it].”
The world’s sixth-largest consumer health
company, Johnson & Johnson, operates in Mexico.
Its talent acquisition head, Jacqueline Zaldivar, says
Mexico’s number of jobs continues to grow, but there
remains a lack of candidates with the skills needed.
The company is currently focused on attracting people
who can think globally and demonstrate leadership.
“We are convinced that our focus on leadership
skills is essential to attract talent,” she says. “We
also look at people’s profiles to ensure they have
multicultural experiences, intellectual curiosity and an
interest in innovation. We are interested in the ability
to influence others and be an agent of change.”
The Government is confident the reforms will
gradually improve confidence and skills among
ordinary Mexicans. Financial services firm J.P. Morgan
expects GDP growth this year of about 3.4 per cent
and is particularly excited about the opening up of the
energy sector, while ratings agency Standard & Poor’s
has upgraded the long-term debt rating of Mexico
from BBB to BBB+.
LINKING NORTH AMERICA
In February, US President Barack Obama attended a
North American summit in the Mexican city of Toluca
to negotiate trade liberalisation agreements and
remove some of the bureaucratic barriers holding
back business. The idea is to integrate supply chains
and create jobs. The gathering of US, Mexican and
Canadian officials came on the 20th anniversary of
the North American Free Trade Agreement (Nafta),
which has fuelled a significant amount of cross-border
manufacturing deals.

Manufacturing remains a key job creator in Mexico,
with a number of pharmaceutical, automotive and
other companies building production plants to
take advantage of lower labour and energy costs.
They include GlaxoSmithKline, Coca-Cola, Procter &
Gamble, General Motors and Nissan.
Another manufacturer investing heavily in
Mexico is FMCG giant BIC, which sells its products in
160 countries and employs 1,300 of its 9,200 staff in
Mexico. BIC receives a large number of applications
for every job it advertises but, like many employers,
it is concerned about the poor level of education in
light of its increasingly technical roles.
“All the official numbers are positive for Mexico and
the education reforms are welcome, but as a company
we need to see stability because that will encourage
investment [in the country],” says BIC’s HR Director
Alberto Courtney.
“Unfortunately, consumers are not as confident as
they could be because, although unemployment is
low, people are not that well paid.”
BIC has been established in the country for more
than 40 years and Mexico represents about ten per
cent of the global group’s manufacturing volume. It
has invested extensively in its shavers business with
a huge plant in the north of the country at Ramos
Arizpe, Coahuila State, which exports to the US,
Canada, New Zealand, Australia and Central America.
This is BIC Group’s most important global investment
in the shaver category.
In Cuautitlán in Mexico State, BIC runs the biggest
stationery manufacturing site in the world, with
the BIC graphic manufacturing site and national
distribution centre in nearby Tlalnepantla.
“The Government’s reforms are a good start but they
have not yet fixed the main problems of the country,
like the poor level of education,” says Courtney.
“In HR, we struggled initially to understand the
impact that various labour reforms would have when
they were first announced and it is now clear that
more needs to be done on tax. Lower taxes on salaries
would boost confidence.”
As one of the emerging MINT economies alongside
Indonesia, Nigeria and Turkey, Mexico is tipped to
shine in the next decade.
But only if workers can gain the skills they need, and
the Government can demonstrate that its reforms and
tough stance on crime are working, will investors be
convinced it can reach its full economic potential.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To read more about Hays in Mexico, visit hays.com.mx
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THINK
BEFORE
YOU LEAD
NEW LEADERS CAN PERFORM BETTER IF THEY
UNDERSTAND HOW THEIR BRAINS WORK

WHETHER YOUR ICON is Nelson Mandela
or Steve Jobs, your idea of what makes a great
leader heavily influences how you behave as a boss.
Unfortunately, even with a clear role model, it’s all
too easy for a leader to slip unconsciously into poor
behaviours without realising it – to the detriment of
themselves and their team.
Even while being aware of the stereotypical bad
leaders, from narcissists and self-servers to the
autocratic alpha types, our brains’ natural tendency to
replicate learned behaviours means that anyone who
has experienced a bad boss can also run the risk of
repeating their mistakes.
Fortunately, a few simple, conscious reminders can
help executives learning to lead to avoid the traps set
by their unconscious minds, and develop an authentic
leadership style that is all their own.
1. BE UNIQUE WHEN YOU LEAD
Dr Jacqui Grey, European Managing Director of the
NeuroLeadership Institute, believes that the greatest
influence on a person’s leadership style is experiential.
“Leaders think they know what good leadership
looks like based on their encounters with people they’ve
worked for,” she says. “They may even model their
behaviours on the people they have seen above them
because they realise that it is how they will get on and
be promoted.” The risk is that memorable experiences
could have been extremely negative. Unfortunately,
it’s easy for individuals to forget the way they felt as an
employee under an aggressive or bullying leader, and
replicate that behaviour with their own teams.
It’s important to give new leaders opportunities
to assess their behaviour objectively. At luxury car
manufacturer Bentley, behavioural values define how
individuals should strive to perform, explains
Dr Ariane Reinhart, Member of the Board for HR. “This
is incorporated into the employee appraisal process
and underpinned by our people framework,” she says.
Such frameworks can force leaders to consciously
consider their performance in terms of coercion,
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reward and inspiration. At Bentley, Reinhart says:
“A team leader should be a role model who uses their
expertise in their area to lead and inspire others. This is
fundamental to our organisational structure.”
2. LEARN WHAT TRIGGERS YOUR RESPONSES
Because the brain looks for patterns, we are more
comfortable doing “something we have seen, heard
or experienced before”, says Grey. This is why leaders
are so influenced by their own experiences and why
breaking free from stereotypical leadership behaviours
marks out a good leader from an average or poor one.
Leaders need a deep level of self-awareness if they
are to act freely, particularly when under stress, Grey
explains. “The brain constantly perceives situations
in terms of threat or reward, even in the boardroom,”
she says. “It is important to learn what triggers you
[to become] stressed, and to recognise these triggers
in your people too, so that you can predict their likely
responses, and modify your behaviour.”
Threat responses can cause people to feel stressed,
flooding their body with hormones such as cortisol
and adrenaline that impair decision-making and can
be debilitating over sustained periods, especially
if people are not conscious of the precise cause of
their discomfort. The most common catalysts for a
threat response are challenges to a person’s status
or autonomy, removing a sense of purpose, and
uncertainty or a sense of unfairness.
If a leader can learn what is a rational response
to a business concern, and what is an unconscious,
emotional reaction to a perceived threat, they will be
far better equipped to face the challenge effectively.
And, as they interact with their teams, leaders
should “make it their mission” to foster rapport
and trust, says Grey, mentally rewarding their staff
and predicting and preventing threat responses to
everyday interactions.
3. STOP BELIEVING YOU CAN READ MINDS
Where you work can have a bearing on whether your
team will challenge what you say, warns Kai Peters,
Chief Executive of Ashridge Business School.
“When you are senior you tend to get surrounded
by a lot of ‘yes’ men and women,” he says. “Northern
Europeans are better at cutting people down to
size, but in the Middle East, China, Latin America
and southern Europe, there is a lot of kowtowing to
the boss. Leaders lose perspective because nobody
questions what they are doing.”
To balance this, leaders can try seeking out opinion
from employees two levels below them. Peters says:
“Direct reports will tell you what you want to hear. But
those at the level below will keep you grounded and
point out what’s happening, what is going wrong and
whether you are part of the problem.”
Leaders must get honest appraisals from trusted
contacts inside and outside the business who are
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“A TEAM LEADER
SHOULD BE A
ROLE MODEL”
— ARIANE REINHART, BENTLEY
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empowered to talk honestly. Building this network is
hard work, but “you are building in time for reflection
on your leadership,” says Peters.
A prudent way for the organisation to support this
is by tying the results of 360-degree appraisals into
leaders’ bonuses. If a boss is rewarded in line with how
effectively their team members feel they are led, it
can provide concrete feedback on their behaviour and
provide strong incentives if a leader needs to change.
4. THINK GLOBALLY
Businesses and labour markets are global, and leaders
must be able to work seamlessly across different
cultures and avoid the narrow-minded view that
an approach that works in their native country will
necessarily be effective in another, says David Denney,
International Vice President for HR at communications
solutions company Pitney Bowes.
At Pitney Bowes, Denney says “cultural acumen”
has become a key core leadership competency,
alongside “the usual competencies for senior
managers, such as collaboration or accountability”.
The approach a leader uses to motivate a
colleague, or a whole business unit, should always
be consciously framed for each occasion. “In
some jobs, if we had two candidates, both equally
technically qualified, the one that demonstrated
greater cultural sensitivity would probably be the
successful one,” says Denney.

5. KEEP FIT TO THINK CLEARLY
Keeping yourself and your brain healthy will build
personal resilience and enhance decision-making
capability and effectiveness. Like any part of the
body, an overworked brain will perform poorly, and
Grey says basic needs such as proper sleep, regular
exercise and time for quiet thought or reflection
should be given greater importance in the leadership
toolkit. “At Google, a 20 per cent time policy allows
people dedicated thinking time,” she says. “That’s not
culturally acceptable in other organisations, because
the assumption is you are not working.”
There is evidence that a healthy leader is less likely
to make an irrational and emotional decision. Aerobic
exercise has been shown to increase brain volume
and improve memory, and sleep deprivation has
demonstrated similar effects on cognition as alcohol
consumption. Grey says: “The prefrontal cortex – the
part of the brain that controls logical thinking – is
involved in problem-solving, decision-making and
social behaviour. Once it is overloaded or we are
stressed, it shuts down. The limbic system, the larger,
animal part of the brain, takes over and we can often
lose our ability to think, or make coherent contributions
or decisions.” As a result, it pays to remember that all
leaders must be ‘fit to lead’ in more ways than one.
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LAST WORD

X-RAY
ANALYTICS
APPLYING CUTTING-EDGE ANALYTICS
TO EMPLOYEE SURVEYS CAN REVEAL
THE SOCIAL NETWORKS AT THE HEART
OF ORGANISATIONS, SAYS ROB CROSS

Q.

WHAT ARE SOCIAL NETWORKS AND WHY
ARE THEY IMPORTANT?
Almost everything of substance that is created by
organisations or groups is collaborative. People rarely
solve a problem or deliver a product on their own.
Social networks are those patterns of collaboration
and interaction, and you can analyse them to see how
collaboration is happening inside a group, which gives
leaders insight into what exactly is happening inside
their organisations.
Network analysis can reveal who is turning to
whom for help or to approve decisions, who trusts
whom or who is energising or demotivating their
colleagues. It creates a very rich web of data.
It’s especially useful before and directly after
mergers, change programmes, or the introduction
of new products or processes and new leaders.

Q.

HOW FAR DO SOCIAL NETWORKS REACH?
A network is all of the interactions that we rely
on to get things done, which don’t always follow the
prescribed ways of doing them. The key question
is over how ideas are coming into the group. So,
for the network within a research and development
function, you would concentrate on looking for
internal collaboration, but still provide prompts to
record collaboration, such as with specific thought
leaders or scientific institutions. But practical
network analysis needs to define some boundaries,
because it’s down to the whole world if you take it to
its natural extension.

Q.

HOW DO YOU COLLECT THE DATA?
Usually it is a 15-minute web survey
supplied to several thousand staff. Over about two
decades, we’ve worked with about 300 companies
and conducted the surveys 600–700 times in
different ways.
We can include passive data such as email files or
CRM data to see who’s interacting with whom, but a
survey gives cleaner and crisper insights, as you don’t
know, of the 50 emails that people exchanged, what it
was that actually helped get something done.
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Q.

WHAT HAS BEEN THE BEST OUTCOME OF
YOUR NETWORK ANALYSES?
When trying to improve innovation, we’ve found a way
to map people who know different things and help
leaders get complementary people together, which has
generated some very neat new products and services.
In organisations with big process or cost structures,
you can identify people doing the same kind of work
and make great efficiency gains by cutting that out.
There are a lot of applications in the talent space
from locating high performers. When we look at who
in an organisation enables others to be successful, we
may identify 50 people out of about 500 who are really
important to that network. Often, compared with the
company’s top 50 in terms of pay, there’s less than
50 per cent of overlap. That helps companies rethink
how they’re allocating rewards and who they want in
their development programmes.

Q.

IS THERE A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
COMMUNICATING AND ACTUALLY HELPING?
We can ask questions that differentiate who you turn to
for information and what you get from them, whether
it’s just routine information or something more, such as
strategic advice or expertise. Often that helps us see
where organisational design is outdated around certain
roles or certain leaders.

Q.

WHO IS MOST INTERESTED IN
NETWORK ANALYSIS?
Heads of salesforces and R&D, as well as human
resources, because lots of the analysis comes back
to technical applications. The biggest benefits
tend to come in knowledge-intensive work, from
engineering and R&D to investment banking and
professional services – anywhere ideas are at the
heart and people rely on each other for information
and resources.
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NETWORKS CAN
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new business opportunities or new partners, it is impossible to ignore the global influences
on your organisation.
In this issue, we explore what it is about businesses from East Asia that has allowed them to
expand rapidly into global markets – to challenge and often overshadow corporations from very
different Western business cultures. Through a combination of traditional values and a willingness
to explore new ideas, global successes such as Nissan and Samsung have established that there is
more than one way to conquer the world.
And for talent in today’s international market, the possibilities have never been so exciting.
Along with job prospects finally improving in the West, emerging markets overseas offer
the promise of new challenges and rich rewards for the people with in-demand skills. Mobile
executives present risk to businesses that are unable to offer them the opportunities or rewards
they seek. But instead of neglecting their development, HR teams in international businesses
should seize the initiative, equipping their talent with the skills that offer them a business
passport. By offering this talent the global mobility it craves, it is possible to retain key skills
within your business and place motivated and dedicated people in your most dynamic and
skills-deprived markets.
If you need an example of an international organisation, you needn’t look further than the
European Union. This government of 28 member states is a remarkably diverse collection of
cultures, representing hundreds of millions of people across a vast geographic area. The civil
servants on its frontline are recruited by the European Personnel Selection Office, which has the
unenviable task of finding the nimble individuals capable of keeping myriad institutions afloat in
the heaving seas of European politics. David Bearfield, the office’s director, explains in this issue
how it goes about finding the talent to perform such an international service in a public office of
such importance.
And when it comes to high-profile international workforces, what better example than elite
football? Manchester City’s squad comes from a dozen nations, literally bringing a world of skills
to the team. Such international reach is the envy of many organisations’ recruiters, and is one of
the reasons Hays is so proud to partner the club. In this issue, we analyse how a club in modern
elite sport brings business acumen into the professional game.
Finally, we explore how the shrinking world has led to a reconsideration of openness in
organisations. Communication, with partners, staff, customers or fans, has never been easier,
and openness has emerged as one way to encourage trust, maximise efficiency and encourage
innovation. As the world continues its emergence from the costly mistakes of organisational
mismanagement, never has such a reconsideration been more timely.
ALISTAIR COX, CEO, HAYS
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TODAY, every business is international. Whether you look overseas for new talent,
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BUILDING
WINNING TEAMS
Manchester City won the Capital One Cup on 2 March 2014 at Wembley Stadium

At Hays, we are leading global recruiting experts and every year, we oversee the
signing of around a quarter of a million skilled professionals worldwide. With 7,900
people and 240 offices in 33 countries, no-one is better placed to build successful
teams with promising talent. If you would like to strengthen your line-up, contact
your nearest Hays office or visit us online.

hays.com/winningteam
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